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ABSTRACT

A four year wildlife study (September 1973-November 1977)
was conducted on approximately 465 square miles of the Sarpy
Creek drainage in portions of Treasure, Big Horn and Rosebud
counties in southeastern Montana.

Six soil associations were mapped along with the five major
vegetation types: ponderosa pine, sagebrush, grassland, creek
bottom and agricultural.

Three wildlife species, mule deer [OdocoZl^a^ he.mlona6)

,

pronghorn antelope {AntlZocapfLa ame.Alcana] and coyotes {Canl6
lat/Lam] were given yearlong attention. Distribution, population
characteristics, and seasonal usage of soil association, vegetation
type, topography, slope and exposure for each of the species were
addressed. Ten years of mule deer and antelope hunting statistics
were examined. Seasonal work was done with sharp-tailed grouse
(Ped^oce;te4 pha4>lanMu6)

, sage grouse {Ce.ntfLOc^A.cu& u^opha^lanui]
and ring-necked pheasant [Pha^lanui aolchlcu6]. Sharp-tailed
grouse banding and radio telemetry studies were conducted in
conjunction with the Westmoreland and Western Energy coal mining
operations in the Sarpy Creek and Colstrip vicinities, respectively

X



Sarpy Basin Wildlife Ecology Study

Final Report

INTRODUCTION

The use of "energy" in the United States has historically been
associated with yearly increased levels of demand and consumption.
The "demand" has been met by yearly increased production and
continued exploitation and depletion of our non-renewable natural
resources, primarily coal and crude oil. Whether this approach is
correct or not aside, the environmental effects of energy production
have, in past decades, either been completely ignored or been
given only token consideration.

Southeast Montana is rich in both non-renewable natural
resources and renewable resources. By anyone's standards, the
32 billion tons of strippable coal located in Big Horn, Custer,
Powder River and Rosebud counties (Matson and Blumer 1973) is a
massive reserve. The presence of mule deer { OdocoA,lzu.i> ^em-conu^

)

,

white-tailed deer (Odoco^£ea4 v-ifLg^niana.6) , pronghorn antelope
{AntiloaapfLa amzfilcana) , sharp-tailed grouse [V i-dlo c.Q,tQ,i> pka.i>-ioiYitltuii>]

sage grouse [C2.yitK.0(iQ.ficvi& ufiopha^-Lanui) , ring-necked pheasants
[Phaiianui colchZcui

) , Merriam's turkey (Me£eag/i.^4 gattopavo imUfilamA^]
and numerous small mammal, waterfowl, raptor, and passerine species,
by the same standard, demonstrates a rich and valuable wildlife
ecosystem.

With the opening of the "Absaloka" strip mine in the Sarpy
Creek drainage, the expansion of Colstrip operations and other
strip mines seemingly imminent, the Sarpy Basin Wildlife Ecology
Study was begun in September 1973, with the following objectives:

(1) To determine the impact of existing and future surface
mining operations on wildlife resources in the area.

(2) To insure that fish and wildlife habitat values receive
full recognition in any surface reclamation efforts
that follow surface mining operations.

(3) To investigate possible modifications, additions or
innovations in the surface mining reclamation process
to avoid unnecessary loss of wildlife habitat and develop
techniques and procedures to enhance habitat through
reclamation

.

Field observations were conducted over a four year period ending
in November 1977.

PROCEDURES

Climatological data were taken from the Hysham 25 SSE weather
station (USDC 1973-1978). Soils information was obtained from the
Soil Conservation Service offices of Big Horn, Treasure and
Rosebud counties.



Vegetation types were determined through aerial and vehicular
observations. A vegetation map was drawn from 1:24,000 false color
infrared (CIR) photographs using a light table and a Sokkisha Lietz
M8-27 stereoscope. The photographs, taken in 1975 by Mark Hurd,
Aerial Surveys Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., are the property of ECON
Inc., Helena, Montana.

Observations of wildlife were made during low-level fixed-
wing aerial flights. The study area was covered once during each
of the four seasons: winter (December-February), spring (March-
May), summer (June-August) and fall (September-November). North-
south flight lines at 1/2 mile intervals were used after the first
year. A helicopter was used to supplement the winter observations
in 1976. Observations were also made during vehicular surveys and
while afoot. Vegetation type, activity, type of terrain, slope,
exposure, time of day and pertinent population data were recorded
at each observation. Each observation was plotted on a 1/2 inch
to the mile map to determine distribution patterns.

Mule deer, antelope and coyote observations were overlain by
a soil association transparency to determine seasonal soil
association usage. A chi-square (x2) value was calculated for
each species usage of each soil and vegetation type in all seasons
to determine statistically signficant preferences. The formula
x2 = 4d2/n (Snedecor and Cochran 1967), where d = the absolute
value of the deviation between the number observed and the number
expected and n = the total number observed was used. Histograms
showing the distribution of chi-square values were drawn to show
the comparison between significant and other relationships.

All area measurements were obtained with a digitized
planimeter located in the Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
Department of Montana State University, Bozeman.

STUDY AREA

Locat ion

The Sarpy Creek study area (Figure 1) is located in southeastern
Montana south of the Yellowstone River and east of the Bighorn River.
In airline miles, it is approximately 18 northeast of Hardin, 57
southwest of Miles City, 65 east of Billings and 65 north of' Sheridan
Wyoming. Sarpy Creek flows nearly 70 miles from its headwaters on
the Crow Indian Reservation in Big Horn County north through Treasure
County to its confluence with the Yellowstone River east of Hysham
Montana. '

There are approximately 464.3 square miles in the study area
which is bounded by Interstate Highway 94 on the north, the Tullock r"Creek divide on the west and southwest, the Armells and ReservationCreek divides on the east and the Rosebud Creek divide on the south- ^east. A discrepancy of 42 square miles exists between the total study ^

2



Figure 1. Sarpy Basin wildlife ecology study area.
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area as determined from the measurement of Figure 2, drawn from
1:500,000 USGS topographic maps, and Figure 3 which was drawn
from 1:24,000 aerial photographs.

The study area was divided into three sub-units during
the 1976 field season to facilitate comparisons of various
wildlife population characteristics within the Sarpy drainage.
These boundaries were arbitrarily placed to make the sub-units
approximately equal in area, to maintain rough vegetation type
integrity and to follow easily identifiable terrain features.
The two lower units were named Bear Creek and Horse Creek after
prominent side drainages. The upper unit was named after West-
moreland's "Absaloka" coal mine.

Physiography and Climate

The area is described as a maturely dissected upland that
is part of the non-glaciated Missouri Plateau section of the
northern Great Plains (Krenzke 1976). Elevation ranges from
4820 feet in the Little Wolf Mountains along the southeast
boundary to 2650 feet at the Intersection of Sarpy Creek and
Interstate 94.

Average annual precipitation is 10 to 14 inches over much of
the area with 14 to 20 inches normal at higher elevations in the
southern portion and along the Armells Creek divide (Jackson 1971).
The average length of the frost-free season ranges from 130 days
in the northern to 105 days in the southern portions of the study
area (Caprio 1965). Monthly climatological data from the Hysham
25 SSE weather station for the first three years of the study are
presented in earlier reports (Martin 1976, 1977). The data for
the fourth year are in Appendix Table 1. Seasonal temperature and
precipitation data for the study area are presented in Table 1.

The winter weather (average 23.7°F and 2.27" moisture) varied
from warm (1973-74) to quite cool (1974-75). Generally winters
were mild with a few days of intense cold and sparse snow cover.
In 1974-75 there were 32 days in which the maximum temperature
was below freezing, while only 22 such days were recorded in the
winter of 1976-77. The winter of 1975-76 was the worst during
the study period. While the temperature remained quite high (25 l^F
average), over 47 inches of snow fell (Martin 1977).

The spring of 1974 was cold and wet. It had 15 days in which
the maximum temperature was below freezing. That was more than
twice as many such days as any of the other years. The spring of
1976 was the driest, 3.63 inches, and the spring of 1977 was thewarmest (45.4°F).

While the summer of 1975 was the coolest with an average of
65.4"F, It was by far the driest as only 3.39 inches of rain fell
It was the beginning of a mild drought period which extended until

4
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the fall of 1977, the last season of the study period, and was

not really broken until the winter and spring of 1978. The
summer of 1976, during the middle of the dry spell, was the
hottest with 67.40F for the average temperature.

The fall period was slightly warmer than spring but exhibited
a wider range of temperatures. Generally the fall periods were
quite warm and dry. Only the winter season received less moisture.
The fall of 1974 had the most hot days, 9 over 90°F while the
most cold days were recorded in 1975 when the high temperature
reading was below freezing 5 days.

Table 1. Seasonal temperature and precipitation data from the
Hysham 25 SSE weather station 1973-1977.

AVERAGE TEMPERATUREl/

Season 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 Average

Winter 25 .

3

20.9 25.1 23.3 23 .

7

Spring 43.1 38.3 43.9 45.4 42.7

Summer 66.0 65.4 67.4 66.5 66.3

Fall 44. 4 43.2 43.9 43.8 43. 8

TOTAL PRECIP ITAT I 0N2/

Winter 2.30 2.52 2.75 1.52 2.27

Spring 5.97 5.58 3.63 5.28 5. 12

Sumner 6.18 3.39 5.37 4.65 4.90

Fall 4. 18 4.03 3.21 3.87 3.82

Yearly
Avg. Temp. 44.7 42.0 45.1 44.8 44.1

Total Precip. 18.63 15.52 14.96 15.32 16.11

1^/ Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

2^/ Precipitation in inches received

9



The yearly precipitation ranged from 18.63 in 1974 to 14.96
in 1976 with a four year average of 16.11 inches. This compares
to an annual average precipitation of 11.2 inches at Hysham
(Moshier and Fielder 1967), 12.6 inches at Busby 10 miles south
of the study area (Dightman 1972) and 15.0 inches at Colstrip
approximately 15 miles east of the study area (Krenzke 1976).
The temperature ranged from 104°F in July of 1975 to -3lOF in
January of 1974.,

Edaphic Characteristics

There are six general soil associations (Figure 2) within the
drainage area. These are grouped into three major headings:

(1) Soils of high terraces, which include the Wanetta-Hesper
association

.

(2) Soils of rolling to hilly uplands on clay shale, which
include the Pierre-Lismas association.

(3) Soils of rolling to rough, broken uplands on soft shale
which include the Flasher-Bainville association in
Treasure County and the Nelson-Alice association in Big
Horn County. The Bainvi lie-Midway association in
Treasure County and the Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman
association in Big Horn County are also in this grouping.
Complete details of all these soil associations are
reported by Moshier and Fielder (1967) and Meshnick
et al. (1972). Brief topography, surface runoff and
vegetative descriptions from these surveys are included
in Appendix Table 2.

The Bainville-Midway (T)/Thedalund-Midway (B) association makes
up 64.6 percent of the study area (Table 2). It is followed by
the Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman (B) and Flasher-Bainville (T)/Nelson-
Alice (B) associations with 9.7 percent and 9.2 percent, respectively.
The Pierre-Lismas (T) association has 7.8 percent. The Wayden-
Regent (B) association with 5.0 percent, and the Wanetta-Hesper (T)
association with 3.7 percent comprise the remainder of the study area.

Vegetation Characteristics

For the purposes of this study, five broad vegetation types were
identified within the Sarpy Creek drainage. Four of these represent
native vegetation and include the ponderosa pine, sagebrush grassland
and creek bottom types. The fifth type, agricultural, was defined
as those areas where crops were being produced. Alfalfa, wheat,
barley and corn were the primary species produced.

A vegetation map (Figure 3) was drawn from 1975 false-color
infrared photographs. Ponderosa pine, creek bottom, sagebrush/
grassland and agricultural types were delineated. The areas and
percentages of each type in the three sub-units are shown in
Table 3.

10



Table 2. Soil association areas, in square miles, acres, hectares,

and percent of total for the Sarpy Creek drainage.

AREA

Soil Association
Square
Miles Acres Hectares Percent

1. Wanetta-Hesper (T)i/ 18.9 12,068 4, 884 3.7

2. Pierre-Lismas (T) 39.4 25,202 10, 199 7.8

3. Flasher-Bainville (T)/
Nelson-Alice 46.4 29,724 12,029 9.2

4. Bainville-Midway (T)/
i n eQ axunci—M J. tiwdy \^ j

onQ 462 84 , 769 64 .

6

5. Wayden-Regent (B) 25.4 16,224 6,566 5.0

6. Wibaux-Thedalund-
Spearman (B) 48.9 31,281 12,659 9.7

SaT"nv S + iidv Area 506. 3 323 , 961 131, 106 100. 0

1/ T - Treasure County

B - Big Horn County

The ponderosa pine type was the most extensive , covering
154,465 acres (52 percent) followed by the combined sagebrush/
grassland type with 117,555 acres (39.6 percent). Ponderosa
pine was the most extensive type in the two large sub-units,
Bear Creek and Absaloka. The sagebrush/grassland type was the
largest in the Horse Creek sub-unit.

The creek bottom type consistently comprised between 2 and 3

percent of the total area. A total of 7,576 acres of this type
was measured.

The percentage of area developed for agricultural interests
varied from 3.7 percent in the Bear Creek sub-unit to 6.6 percent
in the Horse Creek sub-unit. Most of this type occurred in a

creek bottom situation. The total was 16,150 acres.

County roads and railroads each occupied about 0.2 percent
of the study area. At the time the photographs were taken, the
Absaloka Coal Mine covered 414 acres or about 0.1 percent of
the total Sarpy Creek drainage

„
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Table 3. Acres and percentage of total area of vegetation types, county roads, railroads
and mine sites by sub-unit in the Sarpy Creek Study area.

Bear Creek Horse Creek Absaloka Sarpy Creek
Sub-unit Sub-unit Sub-unit Study Area

Vegetation Type Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent Acres Percent

Ponderosa pine 58,685 54.4 25,785 32.5 69 , 995 63

.

6 154 465 59 0

Sagebrush

/

g J. cto o X ctil U. Q Q Aoy , 4 45 , 733 57 .

6

29 , 308 26. 7 117, 555 39. 6

Creek bottom 2,213 2.1 2 , 281 2 . 9 3 , 082 ô
.
Qo ( , O < D 9 ^Z . D

Agricultural 4,032 3.7 5,225 6.6 6,893 6. 3 16, 150 5.4

County road 185 0.2 188 0.2 165 0. 2 538 0.2

Railroad 215 0.2 146 0.2 112 0. 1 473 0.2

Mine 414 0. 4 414 0.1

Total 107,844 lOOoO 79, 358 100.0 109,969 100. 1 297, 171 100.0



Ponaerosa Pine Vegetation Type

This type was the most diversified with six subtypes. It

occupied the greatest amount of area within the Sarpy Creek
drainage. It was defined as all areas in v/hich ponderosa pine
{?lna6 pondzn.o.f)a) occurred. The subtypes were determined by the
dominant shrub in the understory. Edwards (1977) described a

ponderosa pine mosaic vegetation type with four subtypes based
on categories described by Pfister et al. (1974).

(1) Ponderosa pine subtype

This subtype was defined as dense stands of ponderosa
pine occurring without a well developed understory.
Krenzke (1976) referred to this subtype as "dog hair"
thickets,

(2) Sagebrush subtype

In this subtype, big sagebrush { AfLttm-i6A.a t/iA,de.ntata)
or silver sagebrush { An.tzm-L^<.a cana) were the dominant
understory shrub. Usually big sage occurred on upland
benches while silver sage was confined to mesic bottoms.

(3) Grassland subtype

The grassland subtype occurred in thin stands of
ponderosa pine where no shrub development occurred. Some
grasses associated with this savannah-like vegetation
type include bluebunch wheatgrass {AgAopy^on 6p.icatum],
Idaho fescue {F^^tuca Idaho (Lni> li> ] , sideoats grama
[BoLittloaa. cvifitlpzndiitoi] , little bluestem [Andn.opoQon
6copafL.iui] , western wheatgrass {AgAopyn.on imA^tk^-i]

,

blue grama {Boutztoua QHacltli>] and Japanese chess
[Bfiomu.i> japonlcu.i>] (Edwards 1977; Krenzke 1976).

(4) Skunkbush subtype

The development of skunkbush sumac [Rkai> tfL-ilobata)
,

usually on steep south facing slopes, with sparse stands
of ponderosa pine describe this subtype. Edwards (1976)
described this type as Rhus-Yucca vegetation type. Martin
(1972) described skunkbush vegetation associations in
detail. On his sites, skunkbush was the dominant shrub
species while bluebunch wheatgrass was the dominant grass
species. Other grasses associated with skunkbush stands
in southeastern Montana include cheatgrass (5^oma-6
t^cto^um] , little bluestem, Japanese chess and Junegrass
{Ko&le,fLZa cK-i^tata] . Fringed sagewort [Afitdml^la. ^/L-igida]
was the primary forb species. Western yarrow [Achillea
mlll2,(^olluLm , common salsify [Tfiagopogon dixblai,] , desert
alyssum [Aly^&am dz&Q.fLtofiam] and broom snakeweed
[GiitltKfizzla i, a.fiotkKaz] were also of some importance.
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Edwards (1977) reported Japanese chess, blue grama,
and western ragweed {Amb/io-ila p^llo^tachya] as the
most frequently encountered grasses and forb species.

(5) Juniper subtype

This subtype occurred on north facing slopes and
appeared to be the smallest of the subtypes. Rocky
mountain juniper [ 3 ixnlp Q,n.ai> icopaZofLum] was the under-
story dominant. Creeping juniper {Junlpe,^u6 hofilzontalli^]
also occurred in the study area.

(6) Snowberry subtype

The dominant shrub in the snowberry subtype was
common snowberry [Symphofilcafipoi, albai,] . Edwards (1975)
reported western snowberry

[ Sympho^l(ian.poi occlde.ntall6
]

as occurring in the area. This type occurred in creek
bottoms, coulee bottoms, north slopes and other mesic
sites within the ponderosa pine vegetation type.

Sagebrush Vegetation Type

In this type either big sagebrush or silver sagebrush occurred
as the dominant shrub species. It was the second largest type and
was found in two main portions within the study area. The largest
expanse occurred west of Sarpy Creek in the Horse Creek sub-unit.
A substantial stand was located east of Sarpy Creek in the northern
portion of the Bear Creek sub-unit. Two vegetation subtypes were
defined for this study.

(1) Sagebrush subtype

This subtype occurred where big sage or silver
sagebrush comprised most of the canopy coverage. False-
tarragon sagewort [AAtzml^la dfiacanaulu^)

, greasewood
[SafLCobata^ ve.fimlcaZata6

) , and occasionally prairie
rose {Rosa afLkanSana) were found in this type (Edwards
1977). Japanese chess was the most common grass in
Edwards' study area, while field chickweed {CzfLaitlum
afiv2.n6ii]. Hoods phlox {Phlox hoodll] and salsify were
the primary forb species.

(2) Grassland subtype

The subtype occurred as islands of grass surrounded
by sagebrush. The most common grasses found in this
situation were western wheatgrass, Japanese chess, blue-
bunch wheatgrass, blue grama, needle-and-thread {Stlpa
domcita] and green needlegrass {Stlpa vlfildula] (Edwards

14



Grassland Vegetation Type

Like the sagebrush vegetation type, this type has two subtypes.

In this type, open grasslands were dominant with isolated patches
of sagebrush.

(1) Grassland subtype

There was much variety in the grasses present.
Generally bluebunch wheatgrass, western wheatgrass, Idaho
fescue, needle-and-thread, blue grama, prairie sandreed
grass {Calamovil{^a. longliolla] , thread leaf sedge (Ca^ex

{fllliolla] and junegrass were the dominant grass species
(Krenzke 1976). The more common forbs included low
ragweed (Amfa^o^Xa afitzml^l^^olla] , yarrow, yellow sweet
clover [Ihztllotaii o fsildlnciliL] , fringed sagewort, cudweed
sagewort [kfit^ml&la tadovldloLYia] and chickweed
[C^fiaitt'Lixm afLVZMd] ,

(2) Sagebrush subtype

This subtype has vegetation similar to that
described for the sagebrush subtype of the sagebrush
vegetation type. It occurred as islands of sagebrush
surrounded by grass.

Creek Bottom Vegetation Type

This type was found on the Sarpy Creek bottom lands and the
bottoms of side drainages and coulees. The primary species found
in this type were plains cottonwood [?opvilai> d^ltoldz.i>] , box-
elder [KcQ.n. mgando)

,
green ash [Vfiaxi-nai pznni, Ljlvanlca] , hawthorn

[CnatazQai> .iaccalznta) ,
chokecherry [PA.una4 vifig-inlana) , buffalo

berry (Sfiepe/idXa aKge-nt-ia) ,
snowberry, grease wood, rose and currants

[R^be4 spp.) (Edwards 1977; Krenzke 1977). A large variety of

grasses and forbs also occurred in the mesic creek bottom
vegetation types. Two subtypes were defined for this vegetation
type.

(1) Cottonwood subtype

All those areas which contained any of the three
tree species, cottonwood, box elder or green ash, were
placed in this subtype.

(2) Shrub subtype

Those creek bottom, coulee bottom or otherwise
mesic areas with a well developed shrub cover and none
of the three tree species listed above were included
in this vegetative subtype.
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Agricultural Vegetation Type

This vegetation type occurred within the natural types. It
included all the areas involved in crop production. The primary
crops raised in the Sarpy Creek area were alfalfa, barley, wheat
and corn. Three subtypes were arbitrarily selected based on the
proximity of the agricultural field to a natural vegetation type.
The three subtypes were:

(1) Ponderosa pine

(2) Sagebrush/grassland

(3) Creek bottom

WILDLIFE ECOLOGY

Three species, mule deer, antelope, and coyote {CanU latfian^]
were given year-long attention through most of the study period.
Sharp-tailed grouse, sage grouse and ring-necked pheasants were"
given special attention during the spring breeding season. White-
tailed deer and Merriam's turkey observations were made incidentally
throughout the study period.

Mule Deer

Mule deer are the most abundant big game species on the study
area. Because of their importance, a major portion of this study
was devoted to gathering mule deer related data. During the four
year study period 1,055 groups of mule deer were observed. In
all, 4,906 mule deer were included in analyses for this report.
The total observed varied considerably between seasons but was"
fairly consistent between years. The 1973-74 total was low
because of less effort and time expended in data collection (Table 4).

Table 4. Mule deer observations by season and year during the
Sarpy Creek study 1973-1977,

Season
Year w inter Spring Summer Fall Total

1973-74 132 184 215 531

1974-75 312 387 75
. 693 1,467

1975-76 341 424 149 503 1,417

1976-77 335 578 215 363 1,491

Total 1,120 1,573 439 1,774 4,906
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Distribution

The mule deer population appeared to be non-migratory. This is

consistent with other deer herds in eastern Montana. Dusek (1978)

reported mule deer in the Bull Mountains were non-migratory and

had average home range sizes of 602 acres for does and 767 acres

for bucks. Mule deer distribution in the Sarpy Creek area is

shown by season in Figure 4. The movement of deer within their

home ranges seemed to follow a seasonal pattern. During winter
the deer were spread out over most of the study area with few

concentration areas. During spring they made more use of the

creek bottoms as they were the first to "greenup" . Summer
brought another dispersal, though not as wide as winter. The
dry late summer and fall season resulted in the greatest concent-
rations of deer. These occurred in the moist coulees and creek
bottoms.

Winter : Mule deer were observed throughout the study area
during the winter months (Figure 4a). The heaviest concentration
areas appear to be in the Horse Creek sub-unit between Beaver
and Minnehaha creeks to the east of Sarpy Creek and in the
Absaloka sub-unit between the head of Spring Creek and East Fork
Sarpy Creek. Both of these areas were flown with a helicopter
during the 1975-76 winter. Over 200 mule deer were observed on
these two wintering areas (Martin 1977). This represents a

density figure of approximately 21.3 deer per square mile.
Considerably lesser density figures were realized utilizing the
regular fixed-wing survey data. The reason is that these areas
are timbered draws and breaks with open sagebrush/grassland
ridges and plateaus. The observability bias of mule deer in

ponderosa pine and juniper is well known. Because of the bias
introduced by the inclusion of helicopter obtained observations
it is possible that other wintering areas may be at least as
important as the two described above. Two other important
wintering areas are found astride West Bear Creek in the Bear
Creek sub-unit and in northwest portion of the Absaloka sub-unit
between Sarpy Creek and the Sarpy-Tullock Creek divide.

Spring : A substantial increase in the number of observations
made along the Sarpy bottom land is shown in Figure 4b. Many
of these observations were of mule deer feeding in the agricultural
creek bottom vegetation type. They were undoubtedly taking
advantage of the early appearance of newly green herbaceous
material (Lovaas 1958, Mackie 1970, Dusek 1978). Many were
observations of deer returning to the protective cover of the
ponderosa pine vegetation type from feeding on the open creek
bottom.

Observations were made over most of the study area. Again
the range astride West Bear Creek seemed to support a large
number of deer. Two lesser concentration areas were in the
northwest portion of the Absaloka sub-unit and between East Fork
Sarpy Creek and Horse Creek in the Horse Creek sub-unit.
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Figure 4a. Deer distribution in the Sarpy Creek study area

(VJinter observations: 1973-74 through 1976-77),
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Fif^ure 4b. Deer distribution in the Sarpy Creek study area,

(Spring observations: 1974 through 1977).
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Summer: Mule deer were most difficult to find during the
summer season. Less than 9 percent of all observations were
made during the three summer months of June, July and August.
The primary reason is probably the ready availability of forage
throughout the study area and the resultant dispersal of
animals. Average Qvoup sizes for mule deer are substantially
smaller during the summer season (Dusek 1978, Knowles 1975).

The trend toward concentration along creek bottoms seems
to be more pronounced (Figure 4c). The area north of West
Bear Creek sported several mule deer observations in 1976 while
the area west of Sarpy Creek in the Absaloka sub-unit received
heavy use by mule deer in 1977.

Fall : The fall season revealed the highest numbers of
mule deer observed (Table 4). This increase is due to at
least two factors. First, there are more deer to see as the
joung of the year are now traveling with the adults. Secondly,
and most important, the deer are heavily concentrated along the
major creek bottoms and coulee bottoms (Figure 4d) where they
are more observable.

The dryness of the uplands forced deer to seek out the
bottomlands in search of succulent vegetation. Perhaps this
season is the most critical on the prairies of eastern Montana
because Just when deer are trying to build up their reserves
to survive the rigors of winter they must face the highest
intra-specif ic competition in terms of density. The potential
for additional stress from domestic livestock which seek out
the more mesic bottom land vegetation also exists. Knowles
(1975) stated that "the limited mobility of mule deer made
them vulnerable to any situation which resulted in intensive
use of their home range by other ungulates."

Population Characteristics

Historically, mule deer in the Sarpy Creek area experienced
a population low during the 1920' s while their highest levels
were observed in the 1950' s (Martin 1975). The local residents
reported a gradual decline during the 1960 's followed by a
sharp decline between 1972 and 1973. Swenson (1978) includes
this study area within the "declining mule deer population"
portions of Fish and Game management Region 7. He contends that
mule deer populations were over exploited by hunters in relation
to recruitment rates during the 1971-1975 period, resulting in
a present population level below what would have been without
the high hunting pressure.

One method of determining population trend is the indices of
relative abundance (Odum 1959). Mule deer observations per
hour of aerial survey are shown in Table 5. Examination of
fall observations per hour indicate a large reduction in the
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Figure 4c. Deer distribution in the Sarpy Creek study area,

(Summer observations: 1974 through 1977).
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Figure 4d. Deer distribution in the Sarpy Creek study area
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Table 5. Mule deer, antelope and coyote aerial observations per hour 1975-1977.

Observations Observations Per hour
Season Hoursl/ Mule Deer Antelope Coyote Mule Deer Antelope Coyote

Summer 7.9 49 197 3 6.2 24.9 0.4
Fall 15.8 569 235 30 36.0 14.9 1.9

1975 23.7 618 432 33 26.1 18.2 1.4

Winter 139 60 21 12.2 5.3 1.8
5.0^/ 202 0 6 40.4 0 1.2

Spring 15.9 300 219 15 18.9 13.8 0.9
Summer 18.1 111 318 15 6.1 17.6 0.8
Fall 20.3 375 247 46 18.5 12.2 2.3

1976 65.7^/ 925 822 97 14.1 12.8 1.5

Winter 18.0 328 180 15 18.2 10.0 0.8
Spring 17.8 319 230 14 17.9 ' 12.9 0.8
Summer 11.6 175 193 18 15.1 16.6 1.6
Fall 12.9 327 181 28 25.3 14.0 2.2

1977 60.3 1149 784 70 19.1 13.0 1.2

1/ Hours of fixed-wing flight

2^/ Helicopter hours

3/ Excludes helicopter hours



mule deer population from 1975 to 1976 followed by an increase
in 1977 (Figure 5). The 1977 observations per hour were
increased over 1976 by 49 percent in winter, 115 percent in summer
and 37 percent in fall. Hamlin (1977) reported a 40 percent increasem winter mule deer numbers from 1975-76 to 1976-77 for a prairie-
agricultural mule deer population near Terry, Montana. These very
similar concurrent increases in two areas approximately 100 miles
distant indicate widespread mule deer population increases
during the two year period. If one assumes that mule deer were
equally observable in 1976 and 1977, then the increase of 5 deer
observed per hour indicates an increase in the deer population.

Fall (pre-hunting season) mule deer population characteristics
for the five year period, 1973-1977, are listed in Table 6.
Population structure and reproduction are shown in Figure 6.
Several trends are evident. The fawn per 100 does figure decreased
from 86 in 1973 to 63 in 1976, a 27 percent drop in productivity
over the four year span. The fawn per 100 adult figure dropped
from 62 to 51, a 17 percent decline, during the same time frame.
The percent of fawns in the population was fairly stable during the
four years, decreasing from 38 to 35 percent. However, this is below
the 40 percent level needed to maintain population stability
(Swenson 1978). The percentage of does in the population increased
steadily from 45 percent in 1973 to 55 percent in 1976. Meanwhile
the percentage of bucks decreased from 17 to 11 percent. Then came
1977 and a host of changes. The percentage of does decreased 8percent while the percentage of fawns increased 10 percent.
Production figures skyrocketed from 63 to 94 fawns: 100 does and
51 to 81 fawns: 100 adults. The only indices which contained its
former trend was seen as the percentage of bucks in the population
reached its lowest point of the study, 8 percent.

What happened? Elimination of the "B" tag and initiation
of a buck-only season for mule deer in 1976 resulted in a 68
percent decline in the number of deer hunters and a 77 percent
reduction in mule deer harvested throughout Fish and Game Region 7
(Swenson 1978). A review of 10 years of harvest data compiled
by the Montana Fish and Game Department (Eustace and Swenson 1977-
Swenson 1978) is shown in Table 7.

A tremendous fluctuation in the number of hunters in
southeastern Montana occurred during the early seventies. The
peak numbers occurred in 1971 and 1972 in the Sarpy Creek area
which is contained within districts 720 and 722 (Figure 7). The
regional peak occurred later, 1973-1975, with over 51 000
hunters afield in 1974. Greater restrictions initiated in other
regions of the state were one important reason for this increase
(Eustace and Swenson 1977). The earlier peaks noticed within
the Sarpy Creek area are probably related to the population boomm Rosebud, Treasure and Big Horn counties caused by increased
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Fif!;ure 5. Fall nule deer, antelope and coyote observations per hour
of fixed-wing aerial survey 1975-1977.
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YEAR

7 Deer hunters in Fish and Game Region 7 and hunting

districts 720 and 722, 1968-1977.
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Table 6. Fall mule deer population characteristics in the Sarpy Creek drainage 1973-1977.

Bucks

:

Ri 1 r* Q Does r awns
Fawns : 100 100 Population Structure

L ot ai Does Adults Does Bucks Does Fawns

19731/ 8 21 Xo 86^/ 62 38 17 45 38

1974 31 104 80 215 77 59 30 14 48 37

1975 69 364 260 693 71 60 19 10 53 37

ly / b 54 275 174 503 63 51 20 11 55 35

1977 29 172 162 363 94 81 17 8 47 45

Average 78 63 25 12 50 38

1/ Based on
Wildlife

observations of
and Parks. All

Stephen J.
other years

Knapp, Biologist,
observations by

Montana
Peter R.

Department of
Martin, author

Fish,
•

2/ All percentages rounded to nearest whole number.



Table 7. Mule deer hunter and harvest parameters for Fish and Game
Region 7 and hunting districts 720 and 722, 1968-1977.

1 1; ci J.

i-/t: t; J.

ilUXX Ut;X o—

'

Mn 1 Dpp» yIVl L4. -L i-/^^ J. Pp-pppn ti. V—f X \^ XA

U v_/ vl^ O O—
Deer Hunters

:

Snnare Mile
Mule Deer

Square

J. O O 9 36^ O vy 72—/ 0.5i/ 0.4i/

235 79 0.5 0.4
1 Q7n ^ O J. 1 66 59 0.4 0 .

3

1971 756 385 60 1.2 0.6
1972 1,123 396 45 1.8 0.6
1973 1,000 300 43 1.6 0.5
1974 830 264 48 1.3 0.4
1 975 1 253 391 45 2 .

0

0.6
1 97fi 73 32 0 .

6

0.1
1 977 402 109 44 0.6 0.2

Hn 799XXL/ fl

J. »_/ vJ (J> ^89iJ O 9R2 779 9 0 .

3

0.2
-L U ^ o # u 643 100 0 5 0 .

5

c/^ O 858 101X \J -L 0 7 0 .

7

1971 1,932 1,264 71 1.6 1.0
1972 1,921 1,052 57 1.6 0.8
1973 1,474 739 53 1.2 0.6
1974 1,286 503 49 1.0 0.4

J.
,

4Q0 40 1 2 0 4

D O 1 X «-/ X 34 0 5 0 .

2

1977 O ^ vJ 195 42 0 4vy « 0 .

2

Root i on 7

1968 13 , 379 10 , 148 95 0 o5 0.4
1969 1 9 304 16,421 104 0 .

7

0 a6

1970 1 Q 109 16 590 106 0 7\y • 1 0 .

6

1971 33,756 22 ,490 83 1.2 0.8
1972 41,439 26,308 78 1.5 0.9
1973 50,595 30,690 78 1.8 1.1
1974 51,253 26,585 76 1.6 0.8
1975 48,876 18,344 62 1.5 0.6
1976 15,766 4, 115 57 0„5 0.1
1977 15,842 5,076 59 0.5 0.2

]^/ Includes whitetail deer hunters

2/ Computed from both mule deer and whitetail deer harvest.

3^/ Percentages rounded to nearest whole number

4/ Density figures rounded to nearest tenth.
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coal mining activities near Colstrip and Hardin. Rosebud County
experienced a 72 . 5 percent increase in population from 1970 to
1975 (Cumin Associates 1976 )o

As the number of hunters went up, the number of mule deer
harvested also went up until the effects of over-harvesting
began to appear. In 1972 numbers harvested in hunting unit 722
began to drop (Figure 8) and the trend continued until 1977 when
they stabilized. The percent success figures began dropping in
1970 and 1971 (Figure 8) and have now rebounded slightly after
two years of buck-only hunting.

A comparison in density terms of hunters and mule deer kille
can be seen in Figure 9. The excessive number of hunters during
the 1971-1975 period is easily seen. A proper relation between
the number of hunters and the number of mule deer harvested
occurred during 1968-1970. As long as the deer herd was not
over-harvested the number of deer killed per square mile remained
directly related to the amount of pressure put on them. When
hunting pressure became too great for the population to maintain
stability, the disparity between harvest and unit of effort
increased and continued to increase until something was done.
In this case a conservative buck-only season was adopted by
the Fish and Game department and many private landowners closed
their property to hunting.

Taking all of the above data into account the following can
be said concerning the Sarpy Creek mule deer population:

(1) It was relative stable until 1970.

(2) In 1971 increased pressure by hunters began to over-
harvest the herd.

(3) By 1972 and 1973 numbers decreased substantially.

(4) Continued harvesting of adult does contributed to
depressed productivity and reduced herd recruitment.

(5) Continued high hunting pressure removed more bucks
than does from the herd resulting in decreasing
percentages of bucks and increasing percentages of
does in the population structure.

(6) Population numbers and productivity bottomed out in
1976, the year more restrictive hunting regulations
were adopted.

(7) Protection of adult does resulted in increased herd
productivity and the recruitment rate increased.

(8) The percentage of bucks decreased further as they
received all of the hunting pressure. Albeit there
was a greatly reduced number of hunters from the
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Fifure 9. Deer hunters and mule deer kill per square mile in Fish and Game Region 7 and
hunting districts 720 and 722, 1968-1977.
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1971-75 levels, there were more hunters in 1977 than

in 1968.

(9) Mule deer numbers increased in 1977.

Seasonal Use of Soil Associations

The most used soil type by mule deer during the four year

period was the Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway (B-M/T-M) type.

It had 74 percent of the 4,827 mule deer observations (Table 8).

Even though this type was the largest of the six outlined

(Table 2), it was the only one to exhibit positive statistical

preference (p=.05) by mule deer. Three types received
significantly (p=.05) less use than could be expected if the

deer were randomly distributed over the study area: the Wanetta-

Hesper (W-H), the Pierre-Lismas (P-L) and the Wayden-Regent (W-R).

These accounted for 8 percent of the mule deer observed. The

Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman (W-T-S) association supported 10 percent

of the observations. This was not significantly (p=.05) different

from its 9.7 percentage of total area.

The distribution of chi-square values by frequency of

occurrence within ten probability levels for mule deer usage

of soil associations is shown in Figure 10. Antelope and

coyote frequency distributions are given for comparisons among

the three species. The graph shows a near normal distribution
pattern over the non-significant portion (above p=.05) of the

graph for mule deer. This is followed by a marked upswing in

the extremely significant (very large chi-square value) portion
of the figure. This indicates the frequency (26o6 percent)

mule deer actively selected either for or against certain soil

associations during the sixteen seasons of the study. The graph
shows antelope to be more selective, 45.5 percent of chi-square
values in the p=.05 or lower category, and coyotes to be less

selective, 4.1 percent - p=.05, than mule deer.

Winter : Mule deer were observed in all soil associations
during the course of the study. Positive preference was recorded
for the B-M/T-M and W-T-S associations with overall averages of

78 percent and 11 percent, respectively. The B-M/T-M association
received the most usage in all years ranging from 87 to 63 percent.

The W-T-S association was the most variable ranging from no use

in 1973-74 to 18 percent in 1974-75. The P-L and W-R associations
had significant negative usage.

Spring : Again mule deer were seen in all six soil associations

and the B-M/T-M accounted for the highest percentage. The 77

percent figure (significant positive use at p=.05) was nearly
identical to the winter percentage, 78 percent. The F-B/N-A
association had the second highest percentage (8 percent)
but no preference was indicated. Likewise no significant usage
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Table 8, Seasonal use of soil associations by mule deer in the Sarpy Creek drainage 1974-1977.

Winter Spring Sumner Fall

73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77 Total 74 75 76 77 Total 74 75 76 77 Total
439

74
189

75 76
693 503

77
363

Total Total
4827Soil Association 1412/ 312 341 335 1129 387 424 578 1511 - 75 149 215

1. Wanetta-Hesper (T)i/ 4 l4/ 3 2 2 2* - 5 2 3 1 1* l5/*

2. Pierre-Lismas (T) 63/ _* 2* 4 3* 7 3 1* 3* 7 5 13 8 12 4* 3 4 7 5*

3. Flasher-Bainville (T)
/Nelson-Alice (B) 9 7 1* 11 7 4 6 14+ 7 8 29+ 4 5 13 7 11 6 13 9 S

4. Bainville-Midway (T)
/Thedalund-JVttdway (B) 86+ 75+ 87+ 63 78+ 81+ 83+ 65 79+ 77+ - 56 83+ 63 67 69 75+ 73+ 78+ 74+ 74+

5. Wayden-Regent (B) 1 1 tri/* 12 4 2 4 - 5 2 9 2 2 3* 2*

6. Wibaux-'niedalund-
Spearman (B) _* 18+ 9 17+ 11+ _* 3* 12 12 7 3 3 20+ 8 1* 6 11 5 6* 10

1/ (T) - Treasure County; (B) - Bighorn County 5/ Average of seasonal percentages

2/ Number observed 6/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5

3/ Percent of years observations * - Negative usage significant at p=.05

4/ Average of yearly percentages + - Positive usage significant at p=.05



1.0 .90 .75 .50 .25 .10 .05 .025 .01 .005 .000

Probability of a greater value

0.0 .02 .10 .45 1.32 2.71 3.84 5.02 6.63 788 oo

Chi-square value

Figure 10. Frequency of mule deer, antelope and coyote seasonal soil

type usaf?e chi-square values by probability of greater

value categories, 1974-1977,
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was recorded for the W-T-S and W-R associations with 7 percent
and 4 percent of the observations, respectively. Significant
negative usage was observed in the W-H and P-L associations.
The F-B/N-A and B-M/T-M associations were used all four years
by mule deer.

Summer

:

Three significant positive usage levels were
detected during the study. They were the F-B/N-A association
(29%) in 1975, the B-M/T-M association (83%) in 1976 and the
W-T-S association (20%) in 1977. No negative preferences were
calculated. The B-M/T-M association had the highest seasonal
average (67%) while the W-H and W-R associations (2% respectively)
received the least use. No association's summer seasonal usage
percentage was significantly high or low.

Fall : The B-M/T-M association received the most usage. Its
74 percent figure demonstrated positive significant preference.
Three associations, the W-T-S with 6 percent, the W-R with 3
percent and the V/-H with 1 percent, exhibited significant negative
usage. Usage of F-B/N-A and P-L associations with 9 and 7
percent of the mule deer observations was not significantly
different from expected levels.

In summary, the Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway soil
association received the highest usage by mule deer in all
seasons of all years. It exhibited significant positive usage
in all seasons except summer.

The Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman association received significant
positive usage during winter, exhibited no significant usage
during spring and summer seasons, and received significantly
less use than expected during the fall.

The Flasher-Bainville/Nelson-Alice association had one
negative and two positive usage percentages reach significant
levels during the study. No seasonal averages were significantly
different from the expected.

The Pierre-Lismas association received significantly less
deer use during winter and spring than expected. The total number
observed on this association was also less than expected.

A negative preference was shown for the Wayden-Regent
association for the winter seasons, the fall seasons and the
overall total. Negative preference significant at the p=.05
level was also exhibited in the Wanetta-Hesper association for
the spring seasons, the fall seasons and the overall total.

Mule deer actively selected for or against certain soil
associations 26.6 percent of the time. They were less particular
than antelope and more selective than coyotes.
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Seasonal Use of Vegetation Types

During the four years of study 4,906 mule deer were

observed in the various vegetation types. The ponderosa pine

type supported the highest number of observations, 53 percent

(Table 9). The second highest number was observed on the sage-

brush/grassland types, 23 percent. Agricultural and creek

bottom types supported 14 and 10 percent, respectively. When

these numbers were compared to the areas covered by each
vegetation type (Table 3) via chi-square analysis, it was

discovered that mule deer were seen in significantly larger

numbers than expected in the agricultural and creek bottom
types. Significantly fewer mule deer were observed in the

ponderosa pine and sagebrush/grassland types. Most of the

survey work was conducted during the early morning hours when
the deer were feeding or returning from feeding. Also mule

deer were much harder to spot under the cover of the ponderosa
pine canopy. These biases cause the importance of the ponderosa
pine type to be underestimated. Likewise, the ease of observation
and the use of agricultural fields for feeding, especially in

the spring, result in an upward bias in observations in the
agricultural type. Despite relatively easy observation of deer
in the sagebrush/grassland types, significantly fewer deer than

expected were observed. The implication is that in the Sarpy

area, mule deer are actively selecting against this habitat type.

The creek bottom type, with its dense shrub layer and canopy
of green ash and cottonwood trees, afforded good escape cover
for deer and they are relatively difficult to see. Despite this

bias, which like the ponderosa pine type, probably down-graded
the importance of the creek bottom type, it supported significantly
higher mule deer numbers than could be expected from the 2.5
percent of total area it occupied within the Sarpy Creek ecosystem
(Table 3).

The distribution of chi-square values by frequency of

occurrence within the ten probability categories for mule deer,

coyote and antelope usage of the vegetation types is shown in

Figure 11. This graph shows both mule deer and antelope are
highly selective for (or against) the various vegetation types.
Mule deer exhibited a significant preference or avoidance 48.0
percent of the time. Antelope and coyotes followed with 46.7
and 35.0 percent respectively. From this it seems that mule
deer and antelope are more actively selecting vegetation types
than are coyotes. Comparing the mule deer vegetation usage
graph (Figure 11) with the soil association usage graph (Figure 10)

reveals a shift towards the extremes in the former over the
latter. This indicates that mule deer are more influenced by
vegetation type than soil association in their choice of habitat.

Winter : During the winter months the ponderosa pine type
was the most important vegetation type (Figure 12). Usage ranged
from 63 percent in 1975-76 to 89 percent in 1973-74 (Table 9).
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vegetation type usage chi-square values by probability
of greater value categories, 1974-1977.
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Table 9. Seasonal mule deer vegetation type usage in the Sarpy Creek drainage 1974-1977.

Ponderosa Pine
1Pona=

erosa Sage- Grass Skunk

Sagebrush Grassland Creek Bottom
Pond-

Agricultural

_ Snav- Sage- Grass Grass Sage- Gotten erosa Sagebinish/ Creek
Cbserved Pine Brush Land Bush Juniper Berry Total Brush Land Total Land Brush Total Wood Shrub Total Pine Grassland Bottom Total

Winter
1972-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

Total

Spring
1974
1975
1976
1977
Total

^ Sumner

132
312
341
335

1,120

27iy

23
23
6
2q2/

4 15 42 2 2* _* 2 2 8 8
28 4 22 6 84+ 9 9* 1 1* 3 3 3 3
12 7 13 8 63+ 10 10* 15 15* 8 8 5 5
30 12 27 2 4 79+ 9 9 2 2* 1 5 6 3 2 4
18 12 26 4 1 79+ 7 1 8* 4 4* 1 4 5 3 tr 2 5

184 17 32 14 4 4 70+ 16 16* 4 2 7* 2 2 6
387 2 11 7 5 25* 21 4 25 11 3 14 1 3 4 2 10 21
424 5 10 13 6 2 7 43* 27 2 29 10 2 12 2 2 4 6 3 2
578 2 21 10 9 1 2 45* 25 6 31 8 8 2 tr 2 2 2 10

1,573 6 18 11 6 2 2 46* 18 7 25 8 2 10 1 2 3 4 3 8

1/ Percentage of years observations
2/ Average of yearly percentages
ZJ Average of seasonal percaiages
4/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5

Positive usage significant at p=.05
Negative usage significant at p=.05

6

32+
11+
14+
16+

1974
1975 75 16 7 24 4 51 20 9 29 8 8 3 1 4 8 8
1976 149 13 11 3 9 1 11 47 17 3 20* 5 5* 5 9 13+ 1 14 15+
1977 215 4 11 1 25 1 12 53 12 4 16* 2 3* 2 4 6 9 14 23+
Total 439 11 9 1 19 2 7 50 16 6 22* 5 tJi/ 5* 3 5 8+ 3 12 15+

Fall
1974 215 6 2 8* 1 1* 6 6* 27 31 58+ 22 6 27+
1975 693 17 8 7 4 2 36* 15 1 16* 6 tr 6* 8 13 21+ 4 2 15 21+
1976 503 10 7 7 10 8 41* 11 11* 2 2* 3 12 15+ 8 1 24 32+
1977 363 7 9 11 20 3 12 62+ 14 8 23* 3 3* 1 7 8+ 1 4 tr 5
Total 1,774 10 6 6 8 1 5 37* 10 3 13* 4 tr 4* 9 16 26+ 9 2 11 21+

Study Tolal 4,906 123/ 13 8 15 2 4 53* 13 4 17* 1 6* 4 7 10+ 5 2 8 14



In every year the number of deer observed in the ponderosa pine

type was significantly higher than expected. Although deer were

easier to see with a good snow cover, the ponderosa pine type

was undoubtedly important for food and cover during the winter

months.

The sagebrush/grassland which offered neither a critical
forage supply nor shelter from the cold supported significantly
less mule deer than expected during the winter months. The
combined number observed was the second highest at 12 percent.

Yearly figures ranged from 2 percent in 1973-74 to 25 percent
in 1975-76. The 1975-76 winter was the only one in which usage
of the sagebrush/grassland types exceeded 11 percent. A large
snowfall that season may have forced the deer to seek out wind
blown ridges and hilltops in search of forage (Martin 1977).

Neither the creek bottom nor agricultural types, with an

average 5 percent of the mule deer observations, respectively
(Table 9), exhibited a significant deviation from the numbers
expected in any year.

Spring : The agricultural type seems to be the most important
type during the spring season in most years. It exhibited positive
significant preference in all years except 1974 and averaged
16 percent of the mule deer observations. Mule deer were seen
feeding on creek bottom alfalfa fields in large groups at this
time. These areas were the first to "green-up."

The greatest numbers were generally noted in the ponderosa
pine type. In 1974, the 70 percent observed was significantly
higher than expected but all other years were marked by lower
than expected numbers observed. The overall average, 46 percent,
was also significantly lower than expected.

The sagebrush/grassland types averaged 35 percent of the
mule deer observations., Only in 1974 were any of the percentages
significantly different from the expected and then significantly
lower. The creek bottom type, average 3 percent, was at its

lowest point of the year.

Climatological data (Table 1) shows the spring of 1974
to be the wettest of the study period. This, combined with
above average temperatures, resulted in early general growth
of forbs, especially within the ponderosa pine, sagebrush and
grassland subtypes (Table 9), and accounts for the patterns of
vegetation type usage exhibited in 1974. Obviously, when given
a choice, mule deer prefer the sanctuary offered by the ponderosa
pine type.
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Summer : The agricultural type received significantly more
use than expected in 2 of the 3 years in which observations
were made and averaged 15 percent. Most of these observations
(80 percent) were made in the creekbottom subtype. The
importance of the creek bottom type is further shown as 13 percent
of the mule deer, significantly more than expected, were observed
in this type in 1976, and 8 percent during the course of the study.

The sagebrush/grassland types were selected against by
mule deer as exhibited by the negative significant figures in
Table 9. They averaged 22 and 5 percent, respectively.

While the ponderosa pine type supported the most observations,
50 percent, no significant preference was shown by mule deer for
this vegetation type. The lowest percentage, 47 percent, was
observed in 1976. This coincides with significant preference
for the creek bottom type. Again the weather, this time hottest
average temperature (Table 1), was the dominant influencing factor.
As the uplands became increasingly dry, the deer were forced
to the mesic creek and coulee bottoms (Martin 1976).

Fall : The shift of mule deer to the creek bottoms begun
during the summer season is culminated during the fall when mule
deer concentrations are the greatest of the year. An average
of 26 percent of the mule deer were observed on only 2.5 percent
(Table 3) of the land base. In 1975, when 21 percent of 693
deer observed were on creek bottoms, there would have been in
excess of 11-13 deer per square mile. There were significantly
more deer observed than expected on the creek bottom type in all
four years of the study (Table 9). Its importance is further
shown (Figure 12) as it was second only to the ponderosa pine
type in total numbers observed.

Significant preference was noted in 3 of the 4 years in
the agricultural vegetation type. The four year average, 21
percent, was also significantly higher than expected. The only
year usage of the agricultural vegetation type was not significant,
1977, corresponded to the year the agricultural creek bottom
subtype (Table 9) supported only a trace of the mule deer observed.

Ponderosa pine usage was at its lowest point of the year,
37 percent average. Use was significantly lower in all cases
except the fall of 1977, when it was significantly higher than
expected. General widespread rainfall caused the uplands to
"green-up" relieving the pressure of mule deer on the creek bottoms

„

Early arrival of winter in 1977 also contributed to the dispersal
of deer from the creek bottoms. Again mule deer chose the
ponderosa pine type when it was available.

The sagebrush/grassland vegetation type received significantly
less use than expected in all years and had a combined four
year average of 17 percent of mule deer observations,.
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In summary, the ponderosa pine type received the most use
throughout the study (Figure 12). It supported significantly
more deer than expected during the winter months extending into
spring and fall depending on weather conditions. Mule deer seemed
to prefer this type, actively choosing it over other types when-
ever possible. During the dry fall season, deer use of the
ponderosa pine type was at its lowest.

The sagebrush/grassland type was second to the ponderosa
pine in terms of numbers observed. However, at no time were more
deer observed than expected. During winter, summer and fall
significantly less deer were observed than expected. Obviously
these vegetation types are not preferred by mule deer in the
Sarpy Creek study area.

The greatest densities of mule deer in the study were observed
on the creek bottom type during the fall season. Use was also
significantly greater than expected during the summer months.
It appears that this smallest of the vegetation types is an
important limiting factor of mule deer numbers in the study area,
its importance rivaling critical winter ranges in the mountains
of western Montana.

Use of the agricultural type was significantly higher than
expected in all seasons except winter. That these areas are
important to feeding deer is undeniable. The question is how
much would they be used if the nearby protective cover of the
creek bottom and ponderosa pine types were removed? Approximately
93 percent of the observations of mule deer on the agricultural
type were on either the ponderosa pine or creek bottom subtypes.

Seasonal Activity

The ntimber of deer observed standing and feeding was almost
equal, 40 and 39 percent, respectively (Table 10). Since
observation surveys were purposely planned to coincide with
feeding times to maximize numbers observed, these activities should
have been dominant. Numbers observed running and lying down were
also equal at 10 percent.

Some interesting seasonal trends appear in Figure 13. The
percentage of deer observed standing and lying down was highest
during the winter season, 51 and 19 percent, respectively.
Conversely, the number observed running was lowest (4 percent).
The deer apparently were conserving energy.

During spring more deer were observed feeding (65%) than
in any other activity at any season or year. They apparently
were spending more time feeding, allowing higher numbers to be
observed

.

The numbers observed running increased from the winter low
through spring to a high of 16 percent in both summer and fall.
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Table 10. Seasonal mule
1975-77.

ueer acLxv-Luy xii uiic; vSa rnv Creek drainage

Activity
Observed Standing Running Lying Feeding

Winter
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

312
341
335

581/
45
48

9
3

35
9

13

7
37
36

Total 988 —51^ 4 19 27

Spring
1975
1976
1977

387
424
578

12
33
23

8
8
7

6
6
2

74
54
69

Total 1,389 23 8 5 65

Summer
1975
1976
1977

75
149
215

29
54
51

20
13
14

8

5

9

43
28
27

Total 439 45 16 7 32

Fall
1975
1976
1977

693
503
363

39
40
41

12
17
19

17
g
9

33
35
32

Total 1,559 40 16 11 33

Study Total 4,375 40^/ 10 10 39

1/ Percentage of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages
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Seasonal Use of Topography

Usage of topographic features by mule deer is shown in
Table 11. More deer were observed on hillsides than any other
feature (41 percent). It was followed by creek bottoms (18
percent), plateaus (12 percent), coulee bottoms (10 percent)
and valleys (9 percent).

Winter: Upland topographic features (hillsides, ridges,
plateaus and coulee heads) accounted for 84 percent of the
mule deer observations. The lowland types, coulee bottoms,
valley floors and creek bottoms, had 7, 4 and 4 percent,
respectively. This usage pattern is consistent with vegetation
and distribution patterns reported earlier, i.e., mule deer
are dispersed in the uplands during winter.

Spring: Usage of hillsides was at the highest level of
the year (48 percent). An increase from 15 percent in winter to
34 percent in usage of the three lowland types was noted while
usage of the ridge, plateau and coulee head features declined
from 46 percent to 18 percent. The mule deer were feeding in the
lowlands and traveling back to the uplands for cover. Consequently
more observations were made on hillsides, a transitory feature,
than either uplands or lowlands.

Summer: The pattern begun during summer was continued. Deer
observed on the upland types decreased to 10 percent while those
observed on the lowlands increased to 45 percent. The hillside
category still supported the most observations, 44 percent. As
the uplands dried out, more and more deer moved into the creek
bottoms which had 22 percent of the mule deer observations.

Fall : Creek bottoms accounted for 27 percent of the mule
deer observations and the lowlands had 47 percent, each seasonal
high points. Usage of hillsides decreased to 38 percent and
the uplands increased slightly to 16 percent. In 1975 and 1976,
at the height of the dry spell, mule deer usage of the creek
bottoms was 35 and 38 percent, respectively.

These data lend more support to the observation made earlier
that mule deer congregate in the lowland creek bottoms during
the dry summer and fall months and spread out over the upland
types during winter.

Seasonal Use of Slope

The 4,847 mule deer classified were more or less equally
divided between the four slope gradient categories (Table 12),
each with approximately a quarter of the observations.
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Table 11. Seasonal use of topography by mule deer in the Sarpy
Creek Drainage 1974-77.

Hill- Coulee Coulee Creel
Rpfl c; onkJ Vw- CLO W IX V./ kJ O X V \Ii s i de Ridge PI a t ea 11 Head Bottom Valley Bottor

Winter
471/1974-75 312 6 24 11 1 9 -

1975-76 341 25 21 19 16 ± lU 8
1 Q7fi-77 %J *J %J 18 23 y 4

1 D Lct± yo o •^R^ / X o Q
%j 7 4 4

Spring
1975 387 59 4 12 — 9 23
1976 424 40 1 18 1 o 8
1977 578 46 4 11 3 / 11

J- y O Oc/ 1 4 1 8 12 14

Summer
1975 75 48 8 1 — oo 1 7 17
1976 149 38 5 4 7 1 T

-L O O 29
1977 ^ J. «-' 45 1 5 1 S31 o X u 21

»J *-/ 44 3 2 13 10 22

Fall •

1975 693 29 3 8 2 11 12 35
1976 503 36 6 5 4 5 5 38
1977 363 49 6 10 2 20 6 8

Total 1,559 38 5 8 3 12 8 27

Study Total 4,375 41^/ 7 12 4 10 9 18

1^/ Percentage of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages
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Table 12. Seasonal slope usage by mule deer in the Sarpy Creek
drainage 1974-77.

Slope Gradient
Season Observed Flat Gentle •Medium Steep

Winter
1973-74 116 41/ 11 19 66
19 1 4— (D 312 1 41 21 37
1975-76 341 26 22 1 Q •JO
1976-77 335 20 27 13 40

Total 1,104 13±/ 25 18 44

Spri ng
1974 141 4 29 33 34

O O387 30 28 35 7
1976 424 22 38 32 Q

•7

1977 578 20 26 28 25

Total 1 , 530 19 30 32 19

Summer
1974 - - —
1 nt'7 n 75 21 24 24 31
1976 149 33 11
1977 215 25 22 33 21

lotal 439 26 19 36 18

Fall
1974 215 68 22 4 6
1975 693 40 1 nxu
1976 503 55 13 21 11
1977 363 29 24 30 17

Total 1,774 48 21 20 11

Study Total 4,847 273/ 25 27 21

2^/ Percentage of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages
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Winter : Flat land usage was at its lowest point (13 percent)

but showed a range of 1 to 26 percent. Usage of steep gradients

was 44 percent, the highest of the seasonal averages. It also

exhibited a wide range, 33 to 67 percent. The two steeper

gradients were marked by a 62 percent to 38 percent edge in

numbers observed over the two flatter categories. The reason

for this is that snow accumulations are less on the steeper

slopes allowing the deer easier access to browse species.

Spring: This season shows a decrease in the usage of steep

gradients and an increase in the other three. The two steep

categories, medium and steep, had 51 percent of the observations,

while the two flat categories, gentle and flat, had 49 percent.

Again wide ranges were observed in the flat and steep categories

between years.

Summer: Flat land observations increased to 26 percent but

the two flat categories totaled only 45 percent, a slight decline

from the spring season. The medium category reached its highest

level of the year at 36 percent as the steeper categories were
marked with 54 percent of the mule deer observations.

Fall : Mule deer usage of the flat category increased to

48 percent, the highest average of any category in any season.

The two flat slope gradients together totaled 69 percent of

the mule deer observed. The steep category, with 11 percent,

was at its lowest point of the year. The two steeper gradient
categories had 31 percent of the mule deer observations, also
their lowest of the year. This pattern is reflective of the

movement of mule deer into the mesic bottomlands

o

Seasonal Use of Exposure

Mule deer utilized all exposures within the study area on

a relatively equal basis. Percentages of deer observed ranged
from a low of 5 percent on northwest slopes (Table 13) to a

high of 13 percent on west exposures. Usage of northerly
exposures over the four year period averaged 26 percent compared
to 24 percent for the southerly exposures. Easterly and
westerly exposures averaged 31 and 27 percent, respectively.
Twenty-five percent of the mule deer were observed on flat lands.

Creek bottom and plateau observations were included in the 'flat'

category.

Winter : Use of southerly slopes was only slightly higher
(35 percent) than use of northern exposures (32 percent). Only
during the 1975-76 winter were there considerably more deer on
the southerly slopes. That winter north and south exposures
had 20 and 42 percent of the mule deer observations, respectively.
Usage of the flat land category was also highest in ' 75-

' 76 when
26 percent of the mule deer were observed in that category. Winters
were generally mild and open during the study period except for
the winter of 1975-76 which had the highest recorded snowfall (Table
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Table 13. Seasonal use of exposure by mule deer in the Sarpy Creek
drainage 1974-77.

Exposure
Season Observed North South East West NE NW SE SW Flat

Winter
1973-74 116 8 28 19 27 4
1974-75 312 5 4 4 13 25 12 15 21 1
1975-76 341 6 9 14 13 1 3 30 26
1976-77 335 12

o /

10 2 26 1

7

4 14Xt: 1 '\xo

Total 1,104 gg/ 7 9 13 14 9 12 16 11

Spring
1974 141 8 8 14 37 26 4 4
1975 387 5 5 16 5 13 2 19 5 30
1976 424 14 15 20 6 6 4 9 4 22
1977 578 6 17 If! 19 Q

XJ
QO 1

1

XX 1 7

Total 1,530 8 8 17 16 8 4 15 6 18

Sumner
1974

1975 75 13 12 11 24 4 9 5 21
1976 149 10 10 8 17 10 2 5 5 33
1977 7< qZf 1

R

xo QO QO xu o 91

Total 439 10 6 13 14 14 5 8 5 25

Fall
1974 215 4 2 6 7 tri/ 14 68
1975 693 11 5 8 11 12 3 7 3 40
1976 503 11 6 12 9 8 3 1 6 45
1977 363 10 12 8 19 13 8 3 9 19

Total 1,774 8 6 7 11 10 4 3 8 43

Study Total 4,847 93/ 7 11 13 12 5 8 9 25

1/ Percentage of years observations

2J Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages

4/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5
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Spring: Usage of southerly exposures decreased to 29 percent

but still remained above the percentage of deer observed on

northerly exposures (20 percent). The largest difference in usage

between north and south slopes was observed in 1974 when they

were marked by 8 and 38 percent, respectively. This year also

had the most recorded spring precipitation (Table 1). Usage of

flat lands increased to an average of 18 percent but only 4 percent

of the deer observed in the spring of 1974 were in this category.

The high precipitation resulted in a general "green-up" and the
deer were able to find succulent forage throughout the study area.

Total use of east and west slopes increased from 22 percent
in winter to 33 percent.

Summer: As the southern slopes began to dry out, mule deer

moved to the mesic northern slopes and creek bottoms. Usage of

northern slopes and flat lands increased to 29 and 25 percent
respectively, while the percent of mule deer seen on southerly
exposures declined to 19 percent. In 1975 considerably more
deer were observed on northern (41 percent) than southern (14
percent) exposures. As might be expected, that summer had by
far the lowest rainfall (Table 1).

Usage of east and west slopes was 27 percent.

Fall : More deer were observed on northerly slopes, average
22 percent , than on southern slopes, average 17 percent, in all
years except 1974. The highest fall season precipitation was
recorded in 1974 (Table 1). Use of flat lands was at its high
point, averaging 43 percent for the four years of study. During
this, the driest season of the year, 65 percent of the deer were
observed in these most mesic sites, creek bottoms and northerly
slopes

.

Usage of east and west slopes declined to 18 percent.

Perhaps the most obvious fact pointed out by these data is

the influence of precipitation on use of exposure. Each season
when above average precipitation was recorded, mule deer shifted
use to southerly exposures. During the dry months northerly slopes
and flat lands, mostly creek bottoms, received the brunt of
mule deer usage.
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Pronghorn Antelope

Antelope are the second most abundant big game species in

the Sarpy Creek area. Even though southeastern Montana is
generally considered to be excellent antelope habitat, the
Sarpy Creek area is marginal. A total of 2,852 antelope was
observed during the four year study (Table 14). As with mule
deer, fewer observations were made during the first year of

study because less time and effort were expended. Only 307
antelope were observed during the winter season. This compares
with 944 spring season observations.

Table 14. Antelope observations
Sarpy Creek Study 1973

by season
-1977.

and year during the

Year Winter
SEASON

Spring Summer Fall Total

1973-74 146 28 149 323

1974-75 67 183 197 284 731

1975-76 60 281 318 247 906

1976-77 180 334 197 181 892

Total 307 944 740 861 2,852

Distribution

Antelope observations show a major concentration area in the
Horse Creek sub-unit (Figure 14) and two lesser concentrations,
one each in the Bear Creek and Absaloka sub-units. Some movement
seemed to occur between these areas and adjacent drainages.
Amstrup (1976) reported movements of radioed female antelope of
up to 30 airline miles between summer and winter ranges in the
Decker area. Antelope were most concentrated during winter months
and most dispersed in spring. Average group size ranged from
over 50 in February and March to less than 7 in May and June in
extreme southeastern Montana (Campbell 1970; Freeman 1971).

Winter : Very few winter observations were made during the
four year study (Figure 14a). Only two winter ranges seem to be
used by antelope in the Sarpy Creek area. One area is located
in the northeast portion of the Bear Creek sub-unit. The other
is in the Horse Creek sub-unit astride Sarpy Creek and extending
west to the Sarpy-Tullock creek divide. These areas have primarily
sagebrush/grassland vegetation (Figure 3).
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No antelope observations were made in the Absaloka sub-unit.

Apparently antelope migrate from this area onto Tullock Creek

winter ranges. It is likely that antelope also leave their
Horse Creek winter use areas during winters with deep snow
accumulations. Low numbers observed (Table 14) during the

winter months support this theory. The winter of 1976-77,

in which observations were high, had average temperatures and
below average precipitation (snow).

Spring : This season produced the highest number of group
observations during the study period (Figure 14a). These
observations occurred in all three sub-units. The Horse Creek
sub-unit supported the most antelope. Antelope migrated from
their wintering areas into upper Sarpy Creek and Sarpy Basin
on East Fork Sarpy Creek. A concentration of observations was
noted in the northeast portion of the Bear Creek sub-unit. A

scattering of antelope were observed between the Horse Creek
and Bear Creek concentration areas. The wide dispersal of

antelope during the spring season is due to the fawning behavior
of females. Kitchen (1974) reported parturient does leave the
herd to fawn, reforming into nursery herds only when the young
fawns were able to keep up with the herd.

Summer: The summer distribution pattern was similar to that
observed in spring (Figure 14b). Most observations were made
in the Horse Creek sub-unit. Distinct groupings were also observed
in the northeast portion of the Bear Creek sub-unit and the Sarpy
Basin area of the Absaloka sub-unit. A few scattered observations
were still being made as the antelope were not formed into large
herds as in winter.

Fall : The number of group observations outside the three major
concentration areas decreased from that observed in summer continuing
the trend from highest dispersal in spring. Again the antelope
herd in the Horse Creek sub-unit was the largest. This is not
surprising since the percentage of sagebrush/grassland vegetation
is highest in the Horse Creek sub-unit at 57.6 percent (Table 3).

Population Characteristics

Local residents of the Sarpy Creek area reported antelope
numbers were very low from the time of settlement until the 1940 's

(Martin 1975), with peak numbers occurring in the 1950-1960 decade.
This closely parallels the numbers given by Compton et al. (1971).
They reported antelope were abundant in Montana as late as 1896,
dwindling during the period of agricultural development and
increasing from approximately 11,000 in 1937 to 75,000 in 1965.

During the course of this study antelope numbers observed
were highest in 1975-76, but were not greatly different over the
final three years of the study ranging from 731 in 1974-75 to 906
the following year (Table 14). Antelope observations per hour
of fixed-wing aerial observations were lowest during the 1976
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Figure 14b. Antelope distribution on the Sarpy Creek study area

(Summer and fall observations: 1974 through 1977).
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season (Figure 5). Comparing the numbers observed per hour of

flight during the fall season (Table 5) lends credulence to the

statement that the antelope population has remained quite stable

throughout the study. The number observed per hour was 88.7

percent greater in the winter of 1976-77 than 1975-76. As

stated earlier, the extremely mild nature of the 1976-77 winter

probably accounted for this apparent difference in population

level

»

Summer and fall (pre-hunting season) antelope population

characteristics for 1974 through 1977 are given in Table 15.

Population structure and reproduction for the same period are

illustrated in Figure 15. These data show the Sarpy Creek

antelope herd to be quite stable. The percentage of fawns in

the population fluctuated from a high of 30 percent in the

summer of 1974 through a low of 15 percent in the fall of 1976

to average 23 and 21 percent for summer and fall, respectively.

The number of fawns per 100 adults followed the same trend,

higher in 1974 and 1977 with the low occurring in 1976. The
decline in average from summer to fall (31 percent to 27 percent)

is normal as the young antelope succumb to natural causes. The

difference would have been greater except for 1975 when fall

fawn: 100 adult figures were higher than summer. This increase

was probably caused by additional animals migrating into the

study area from Tullock Creek. These stable production figures

are considerably below historical figures for Fish and Game hunting
districts 720 and 722 (Table 16). Wentland (1977) reports that

antelope numbers in district 722 have declined below the levels
experienced prior to the severe winter of 1964-65. He further

states (Wentland 1976) that the fawn/100 female figures for 18

hunting districts for 1973, 1974 and 1975 were 93, 80 and 87,

respectively. These figures are much greater than the comparable
summer fawn: 100 does figures observed in the Sarpy area (Table 15)

of 59, 35 and 28 for the three years, respectively. Obviously
production in the Sarpy Creek area is considerably below that in

other portions of southeastern Montana. The percentage of does

in the population has also remained stable, increasing slightly

from 58 percent in the fall of 1974 to 60 percent in the fall of

1977, with an overall average of 61 percent (Table 15). The
percentage of bucks has decreased slightly, from 20 in the fall

of 1974 to 17 in the fall of 1977, and averaged 18 percent over

the four years of study.

A compilation of 10 years of antelope harvest data is presented
in Table 17. As with mule deer, the highest number of hunters in

Region 7 was observed in the 1970-75 period (Figure 16). In the

peak year, 1972, over 12,800 antelope hunters were active in south-

eastern Montana. Hunting districts 720 and 722 had 53 and 223

hunters afield in 1972, respectively. The number of hunters was
severely limited in 1976 and 1977 in the two hunting districts
at least partially because of the very low reproduction figures
observed during the course of this study. The number of legal
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16. Antelope hunters in Fish and Game Region 7 and hunting

720 and 722, 1968-1977.
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Table 15. Antelope population characteristics in the Sarpy Creek drainage during surnme:
and fall 1974-77.

Season^:/ Ye ar
Fawns

:

100 Bucks : 100 Population Structure
Bucks Does Fawns Total Does Adults Does Bucks Does Fawns

Summer
Fall

1974
1974

10
30

29
86

17
33

56
149

592/
38

44
28

34
35

18
20

52
58 22

Summer
Fall

1975
1975

42
47

115
168

40
69

197
284

35
41

25
32

37
28

2.1.

17
59
59

20
24

Summer
Fall

1976
1976

61
48

201
161

56
38

318
247

28
24

21
18

30
30

19
19

63
65

18
15

Summer
Fall

1977
1977

25
30

122
109

50
42

197
181

41
39

34
30

20
28

13
17

62
60

25
23

Slimmer
Fall

Average
Average

41
36

31
27

30
30

18
18

59
61

23
21

\_l Summer - June, July and August
Fall - September, October and November

2/ All percentages rounded to nearest whole number



Table 16. Historical antelope population characteristics in the

Sarpy Creek vicinity. 1./

Year

F awns / luu

7202/

Does

722

Fawns/100

720

Adult s

722

Bucks/100

720

Does

722

75 103 60 75 25 38

1966 54 85 43 67 26 28

1969 79 86 56 65 39 32

1972 4U 52 29 24

Average 62 85 48 65 30 31

1/ Taken from Wentland 1974.

2/ Fish and Game hunting districts.

antelope hunters do not reflect the increase of Rosebud County

residents as the niomber of mule deer hunters did because antelope

hunters are regulated by a permit system. However, the reproduction

figures, already low because of the marginal nature of the habitat

of the area, may have been further reduced because of increased

human activity and/or poaching.

The number of antelope harvested reflected the number of

hunters, again because of the permit system, and the percent of

success remained fairly stable throughout the 10 year period
(Figure 17). Percent success in Region 7 ranged from 72 to 83

percent with a median of 74 percent (Table 17). The comparatively
small niimber of antelope harvested in the Sarpy Creek area is

readily discernible as only one antelope was legally harvested
in the area west of Sarpy Creek. Only 28 were harvested in all

of districts 720 and 722 which are about three times the area of

Sarpy Creek. Percent success was lower in both districts than

in the entire region with 720 lower than 722.

Antelope hunter density in the Sarpy Creek area (Figure 18)

is much lower than mule deer hunter density (Figure 9). The
disparity between density of antelope hunters and kill is

generally stable. This indicates antelope are not being over-
harvested, either legally or illegally. If too many antelope
were being taken by hunters, an increase in unit of effort (hunters
per square mile) would result in less return (kill per square
mile). In hunting districts 720 and 722, each increase or decrease
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Figure 17. Antelope harvest and percent success in Fish and Game
Region 7 and hunting districts 720 and 722, 1968-1977.
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Table 17. Antelope hunter and harvest parameters for Fish and
Game Region 7 and hunting districts 720 and 722,
1968-1977.

Percent Hunter: Antelope Kill:
Year Hunters Harvest Success Square Mile Square Mile

HD 720

1968 37 18 49 . 06 . 03
1969 36 22 61 . 06 . 03
1970 33 21 64 . 05 .03
1971 41 12 29 . 06 . 02
1972 53 27 51 . 08 . 04
1973 13 6 46 . 02 .01
1974 IS 4 22 . 03 . 01
1975 23 11 48 . 04 . 02
1976 7 4 57 .01 .01
1977 1 1 100 .002 .00

ID 722

1968 125 83 66 . 10 .07
1969 162 111 69 . 13 .09
1970 193 138 72 . 16 . 11
1971 164 112 69 . 13 .09
1972 223 132 59 . 18 . 11
1973 144 94 65 . 12 .08
1974 190 114 60 . 15 .09
1975 175 92 53 .14 .08
1976 35 12 34 . 03 . 01
1977 42 27 64 .03 .02

legion 7

1968 5,403 4,043 75 ^
.19 .15

1969 8,379 6,238 74 .30 .22
1970 10,726 8, 550 80 .39 .31
1971 11,299 8, 160 72 .41 .29
1972 12,820 9,247 72 .46 .33
1973 11,079 8,047 73 .40 .29
1974 11,397 8, 380 74 .41 .30
}975 10,572 7,852 74 .33 .25
1976 8,488 6,307 74 .27 .20
1977 9,334 7,737 83 .30 .24

1
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in hunter density resulted in a corresponding increase or decrease
in antelope kill per square mile.

The following statements can be made of the Sarpy Creek
antelope population:

(1) Antelope numbers have remained stable throughout the
study but at levels below population peaks obtained
in the early 1960's .

(2) The population structure has remained stable with a

composition of approximately 18 percent bucks, 60
percent does and 22 percent fawns during the summer
and fall seasons.

(3) Fawn production has decreased from about 89 fawns per
100 does in 1963 to average 41 fawns per 100 does
during the four years of this study.

(4) Fawn production is poor compared to other areas of
southeastern Montana.

(5) Numbers of antelope hunters and antelope killed are
low compared to antelope hunters in other hunting
districts of Fish and Game Region 7. They are also
low compared to mule deer hunters and harvest in the
Sarpy Creek area.

(6) Hunters are not responsible for low antelope numbers
and productivity within the study area.

Seasonal Use of Soil Associations

The most used soil type was the Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-
Midway (B-M/T-M) association which supported 54 percent of the
antelope observations (Table 18). Even so, it received signif-
icantly (p=.05) less use than expected. Two other associations,
the Wayden-Regent (W-R) and Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman (W-T-S),
also were marked by the significant absence of antelope. Antelope
preferred the Flasher-Bainville/Nelson-Alice (F-B/N-A), Wanetta-
Hesper (W-H) and Pierre-Lismas (P-L) associations with the three
types supporting 19, 15 and 10 percent of all antelope observations,
respectively. All three percentages were significantly more than
could be expected from a random distribution of antelope
observations.

Distribution of chi-square values as explained previously
is shown in figure 10. Like mule deer, antelope frequencies are
distributed almost normally in the nonsignificant portion of the
graph. A higher percentage of antelope seasonal soil type
usage figures were significant than those of either mule deer
or coyotes. This indicates that antelope are more sensitive to
soil associations and their resultant effect on terrain and
vegetation than the other two species.
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Table 18. Seasonal use of soil associations by antelope in the Sarijy Creek drainage 1974-1977.

Winter

Soil Association
73-74 74-75 75-7R 76-77 Total

672/ 60 180 307

Spring Surmer

74 75

140 183
76 77

281 334
Total
938

74 75 76 77
56 197 318 197

rotal
768

Fall Study

74 75 76 77 Total Total
149 284 247 181 861 2874

1. Wanetta-Hesper (T)l/

2. Pierre-Lismas (T)

3. Flasher-Bainville (T)
/Nelson-Alice (B)

4. Bainville-Midway (t)/
Thedalund-Jilidmy (B)

ci 5. Wayden-Regent (B)
;

6. Wibaux-Thedalund- )

Spearman (B)

88+ 47+ 454/+ 9 26+ 44 10+ - 621
483/+ _ -* 16 4 10 7 3 6 34+ 11 6 16+

30f -* 10 19+ 15 13 18+ 16+ 36+ 30+ 19+ 28+

22* 12* 53* 29* 68 49* 76+ 76+ 67+ 30* 46* 69 55*

-* _* tr* -* tr§/* -74-*

2 - - 9 - 2 15§/

17+ 25+ 8 21+ -* 14+ 10+

28+ 24+ 32+ 21+ 29+ 26+ 19+

50* 52* 59 41* 62 53* 54*

_* _ _ _ _ _* _*

3* -* 1* 8 8 4* 2*

1/

1

(T) - Treasure Coimty; (B) - Bighorn County 5/ Average of seasonal percentages

2/ Nuirber observed
,

1.

6/ tr = trace; a percaitage less than 0.5

3/ Percent of years i)bservations

1 V
Average of yearly: percentages

* _ Negative usage significant at p=.05

4/ + - Positive usage significant at p=.05



Winter- Antelope were observed in all associations over

the study period except the W-R and W-T-S. These associations

(FiKure 2) are found in the southern portions of the study area

and have generally higher elevations and higher snowfall. Some

sagebrush/grassland vegetation is found in the vicinity but

ponderosa pine is the predominant vegetation type These two

factors, excessive snow depth and lack of sagebrush, explain why

antelope avoid these areas in the winter.

Significantly fewer antelope were observed than expected

in the B-M/T-M association (29 percent), the largest of the soil

associations (Table 2).

Only the W-H association had more antelope than expected.

It supported 45 percent of observations on only 3.7 percent of

the land area. In the winter of 75-76, 88 percent of all

antelope observed in the Sarpy area were found on the W-H soil

association

.

Spring: The B-M/T-M association received the most usage

all four years of the study ranging from 49 percent to 76 percent

The F-B/N-A and W-H associations with 16 and 10 percent,

respectively, exhibited positive preference by the antelope.

Again the W-R and W-T-S associations received little or no use

by antelope.

The W-H association, which exhibited high preference by

antelope during the winter months, received significantly high

use only in 1975 when temperatures were below average and

precipitation was above average (Table 1). This association

seems to be well suited to support antelope under adverse winter

weather conditions. The F-B/N-A type had significantly more

antelope than expected in the 1974 and 1977 spring seasons when

both temperature and precipitation were above average.

Summer : The Flasher-Bainville/Nelson-Alice association,

which comprises 9.2 percent (Table 2) of the area, accounted for

28 percent of the antelope observed during the summer months.

It supported significantly more antelope than expected in all

four years of the study, ranging from 19 to 36 percent. The

Pierre-Lismas (P-L) association also received significantly

more use than expected, averaging 17 percent of antelope
observations

.

The B-M/T-M association had significantly fewer antelope

observations than expected all years except 1976. It averaged

50 percent, which although it was the highest percentage of

any association during the summer months was significantly
less than expected. The W-T-S association increased from a

trace during spring to 3 percent in summer but also was marked

by significantly fewer antelope observations than could be
expected at the p=.05 level.
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Fall : The pattern of fall usage was almost identical to
that observed during the summer months. The 3-M/T-M association
had the most usage, 53 percent, but had signf iciantly fewer antelope
than expected. The F-B/N-A association again had significantly
more observations in every year and averaged 26 percent, ranging
from 21 to 29 percent. The dry summer and fall of 1976 saw the
fewest antelope on the F-B/N-A association. That year antelope
were displaced to the B-M/T-M association during summer, shifting
to the P-L association in the fall. The P-L association sustained
14 percent of the antelope in the fall season, significantly more
than expected. The W-T-S association which reached 8 percent in
1976 and 1977 and averaged 4 percent, the highest seasonal use of
the year, still had significantly fewer antelope than expected
under a random distribution pattern.

In summary, the Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway assocation
received the most use in every season except winter. It had
significantly fewer antelope than expected in every season except
spring when it had more than expected. This is in contrast to
mule deer usage which was positively significant in every season
except summer.

The Flasher-Bainville/Nelson-Alice association sustained the
second highest number of antelope. It has significantly more than
expected in every season except winter and one winter (1974-75)
also showed significant preference by antelope. This differs from
mule deer usage which was not significantly different than
expected in any season.

The Pierre-Lismas association also received significantly
more antelope use than expected, especially during the summer and
fall seasons.

The Wanetta-Hesper association received the most usage of
any soil type during the winter months. With 3.7 percent of the
total area (Table 2), it sustained an average of 45 percent of the
antelope observed. Clearly this association is a very important
factor in winter survival. It received hardly any use (average
2 percent) during the summer and fall seasons.

The Wayden-Regent and Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman received very
little usage. No observations were made on the W-R during the
study. No winter observations and only a trace during spring
were recorded on the W-T-S association. Both associations had
significantly fewer observations than expected at all times.

Antelope actively selected for or against various soil
associations 45.5 percent of the time. That figure is 71 percent
greater than that observed for mule deer. Apparently antelope
are not as adaptable as are mule deer to the various soil
associations. This phenomenon would partially explain why
antelope are not as productive or abundant as mule deer in the
study area.
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Seasonal Use of Vegetation Types

A total of 2,852 antelope observations were included in

analysis of vegetation type usage during the four year study.

The sagebrush and grassland types, with 46 and 41 percent of all

observations, respectively, were the most important types

(Table 19). As the sagebrush/grassland type covered 39.6 percent

of the study area (Table 3), it is easy to see why their combined

87 percent of observations was statistically significant. The

agricultural type, 7 percent of observations , also, sported signif-

icantly higher numbers than expected. The largest vegetation

type, ponderosa pine, had only 5 percent of the antelope obser-

vations, significantly fewer than could be expected on 52 percent

of the land area. The creek bottom type received very little use,

1 percent, which was not significantly below the expected 2.5

percent

.

The distribution of chi-square values by frequency of occur-

rence as explained in the mule deer section is shown in Figure 11.

Antelope are very selective for vegetation types. They actively

chose or avoided specific vegetation types in a significant manner

46.7 percent of the time. They were a little less selective than

mule deer and more selective than coyotes. Comparing the vegetation
usage graph (Figure 11) with the soil association usage graph
(Figure 10) shows antelope to be equally influenced by vegetation

and soil types in determination of their distribution.

Winter: The near total dependence of antelope on sagebrush
during the winter season (Martinka 1967, Freeman 1971) is well
known. The 100 percent occurrence of antelope within the sagebrush/
grassland vegetation type (Figure 19) emphasizes that dependence.

Spring

:

The sagebrush/grassland types were again prominent,
supporting 84 percent of the antelope observations. In each of

the four years, there were significantly more antelope observed
than expected. Antelope used all the vegetation types during the

spring season. The agricultural type supported 8 percent of the
antelope observations. Only in 1975, when 18 percent were
observed in the sagebrush/grassland subtype were significantly
more antelope than expected found to utilize the agricultural
vegetation type. That same year, 1975, significantly more
antelope than expected (13 percent) were seen in the creek bottom
type. The four year average usage of the creek bottom type was
4 percent. The same percentage was observed in the ponderosa
pine type. Antelope were observed in the ponderosa pine type

only in 1976 and 1977. All four years of the study significantly
fewer antelope than expected were observed in the ponderosa pine

t ype . "i^

Summer : Usage of sagebrush/grassland vegetation increased
slightly over spring to 87 percent (Table 19). It received
significantly more use than expected every year of the study.
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Figure 19, Seasonal antelope vegetation type usage 1974-1977,



Table 19. Seasonal antelope vegetation type usage in the Sarpy Creek drainage 1974-1977

Ponderosa Pine Sagebrush Grassland Creek Bottom Agricultural

Pond- Pond-

erosa Sage- Grass Skunk Snow- Sage- Grass Grass- Sage- Cotton erosa Sagebrush/ Creek
TotalSeason Observed Pine Bnish Tand Bush Juniper Berry Total Brush Land Tbtal Land Brush Total \Yood Shrub Total Pine Grassland Bottom

Winter
1973-74
1974-75 67 _* 48 30 78+ 22 22+
1975-76 60 _* 65 35 100+
1976-77 180 _* 100 10O+
Total 307 _* 49 10 59+ 29 12 41+

Sprir^
69+1974 146 _* 14 10 24+ 56 13 2 5 7

1975 183 37 37+ 30 3 33+ 13 13+ 18 18+

1976 281 trl/ 12/ 7 2 10* 33 5 33+ 45 5 49+ 3 3

1977 334 1 4 2 tr 7* 41 7 47+ 36 2 38+ 2 tr 2 tr 4 1 5

Total 944 tr 13/ 3 1 tr 4* 31 5 37+ 42 5 47+ 1 3 4 tr 7 2 8

Summer
1974 28 _* 54 54+ 32 14 46+

1975 197 1 3 4* 39 6 45+ 46 46+ 5 5

1976 318 8 2 10* 37 3 40+ 49 49+ 1 1

1977 197 1 5 3 8* 21 9 30+ 32 8 40+ 6 16 22+

Total 740 2 1 2 5* 24 18 42+ 40 6 45+ 3 4 7

Fall
1974 149 5 5* 64 9 73+ 5 5 16 16+

1975 284 2 1 3* 24 10 34+ 46 10 5G+ 3 5 7

1976 247 3 4 7* 40 4 44+ 39 39+ tr tr 10 10

1977 181 18 18* 23 14 37+ 9 14 23+ 22 22+

Total 861 1 1 6 8* 38 9 47+ 25 6 31+ tr tr 1 12 1 14+

Study Tbtal 2,852 tr 11/ 1 2 tr 5* 36 11 46+ 34 7 41+ tr 1 1 tr 5 2 7+

1/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5 4/ Average of seascxial percentages

2/ Percentage of years observations + - Positive usage significant at p=.05

3/ Average of yearly percentages * - Negative usage significant at p=.05



Agricultural type usage averaged 7 percent, ranging from no use
in 1974 to 22 percent in 1977. The 1977 usage, bolstered by 16
percent in the creek bottom subtype, was significantly more than
expected. No observations were made in the creek bottom vegetation
type itself. The ponderosa pine type, which was marked by
significantly fewer observations than expected in every year,
averaged 5 percent.

Fall : While combined sagebrush/grassland usage was at its
yearly low point, 78 percent, it was still significantly higher
than expected. In the fall of 1974 only 5 percent of antelope
observations were made on the grassland type. Otherwise signif-
icantly more antelope were observed on sagebrush/grassland types
in every year of the study. Usage of the agricultural type was
also significantly higher than expected, averaging 14 percent.
Two years, 1974 and 1977, with 16 and 22 percent respectively,
in the sagebrush/grassland subtype, accounted for this signif-
icance. The ponderosa pine type was marked with 8 percent of the
antelope observations, the most it supported during the year.
Nevertheless, significantly fewer antelope than expected were
observed during every fall season within the ponderosa pine type.
Only a trace of antelope (less than 0.5 percent) were observed in
the creek bottom type.

In summary, the sagebrush and grassland types were the most
important vegetation types to antelope in every season during the
study. Usage varied from 100 percent in winter to 78 percent in
fall. Sagebrush usage varied from 37 percent in spring to 59
percent in winter to 78 percent in fall. Sagebrush usage varied
from 37 percent in spring to 59 percent in winter while grassland
usage ranged from 31 percent in fall to 47 percent in spring.

The agricultural type, primarily the sagebrush/grassland
subtype, was the second most important. It supported significantly
more antelope than expected only during the fall season.

The creek bottom type received the most usage during the
spring season when an average 4 percent were observed using it.
The other seasons sported either no observations (winter and
summer) or only a trace (fall).

The ponderosa pine type, which is the largest, had significantly
fewer observations than expected in every season of every year.
Fall, with 8 percent, was the season with the most usage.

Seasonal Activity

The percentage of antelope running at observation was 47
percent (Table 20). The relative openness of terrain and
vegetative cover occupied by antelope and their inclination to
run from danger (Kitchen 1974) explains this large percentage.
The highest seasonal percentage running was winter, 75 percent.
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Table 20. Seasonal antelope activity in the Sarpy Creek drainage
1975-77.

Season Observed
Activity

Standing Running Lying Feeding

Winter
1974- 75
1975-76
1976- 77

67
60
180 5ii/

78
100
48

22

Total 307 172/ 75 7

Spring
1975
1976
1977

183
281
334

42
49
44

17
15
31

29
7
8

13
30
17

Total 798 45 21 14 20

Summer
1975 197 52 37 7 5

1976 318 47 42 6 6

1977 197 37 42 - 21

Total 712 45 40 4 11

Fall
1975 284 33 53 14
1976 247 54 36 5 4

1977 181 14 60 9 17

Total 712 34 50 5 12

Study Total 2,529 353/ 47 6 12

1/ Percent of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages
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and the lowest was spring, 21 percent. The small number of group
observations resulting from the antelope congregating in large
herds caused a large variability in winter activity percentages.

The second highest number of antelope were observed standing.
This category was lowest during winter (17 percent) and highest
in spring and summer, 45 percent each.

More antelope were observed feeding in the spring season
(20 percent) than in the other seasons. The overall average
was 12 percent.

Fewer antelope were observed lying down than in any other
activity category. None were observed lying in winter while
14 percent were observed reclining during the spring season. The
overall average was 6 percent.

Seasonal Use of Topography

Antelope usage of topographic features is presented in
Table 21. Usage of the hillside category was the highest with
68 percent of all antelope observations. Plateaus and valley
floors followed with 13 and 9 percent, respectively. The areas
least used by antelope were coulee bottoms, coulee heads, creek
bottoms and ridges.

Winter : Only three topographic features received any use
during the winter months. Of these the hillside category, with
52 percent of antelope observations, was most important. Plateaus
averaged 31 percent and valleys the remaining 18 percent of
observations. These areas are the ones most likely to have
available forage (sagebrush) during the winter months.

Spring : Usage of hillsides increased to 64 percent. Plateau
and valley floor, with 13 and 12 percent of the observations
respectively, usage declined from winter levels. Their usage
was in the same low level as ridges and coulee bottoms except
for 1975 on plateaus and 1977 on valley floors. Creek bottoms
and coulee heads received little or no use during the three years
data were gathered.

Summer : Usage of hillsides reached its highest average level
during the summer season, 82 percent of antelope observations.
The upland features (ridges, plateaus and coulee heads) received
their least amount of usage, 3 percent. This is probably in
response to the desiccation of forbs during the dry season.
Usage of the lowland areas (coulee bottoms, creek bottoms and
valley floors) did not increase as use of the uplands declined.
The reason for that is antelope do not feel secure in the confines
of those types. Their vision is at least partially obscured
and escape routes are blocked by vegetation and topographic
features such as bluffs, draws, and creeks.
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Table 21. Seasonal use of topography by antelope in the Sarpy Creek
drainage 1975-77.

Topography
Coulee Coulee Creek

Season Observed Hillside Ridge Plateau Head Bottom Valley Bottom

Winter , ,

1974-75 67 4&i/ - 22 - - 30 -

1975-76 60 77 - - _ _ 23 -

1976-77 180 30 - 70 _ _ _ _

Total 307 52^/ - 31 - - 18 -

Spring
1975 183 48 4 29 - 15 4
1976 281 65 3 3 - 7 22 -

1977 334 78 1 9 - 3 9 tr

Total 798 64 3 13 - 9 12 tr

Summer
1975 181 83 - 1 _ 9 7 _

1976 318 79 10 tr±/ - 10 - 1

1977 197 82 - _ _ _ 2 16

Total 696 82 3 tr 6 3 6

Fall
1975 284 76 2 9 3 6 5
1976 247 93 7 tr
1977 181 61 8 7 3 21

Total 712 77 3 8 1 8 2 2

Study Total 2,512 683/ 2 13 tr 6 9 2

1/ Percentage of years observations

2^/ Average of yearly percentages

^/ Average of seasonal percentages

4/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5
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Fall : Antelope were most evenly distributed during the fall
season. Observations were made in every category and usage was
evenly split between the upland and lowland features, 12 percent
each. Usage of hillsides was quite high, 77 percent average,
influenced by the extremely dry year, 1976, when 93 percent of
all antelope were observed on hillsides.

Seasonal Use of Slope

Most of the antelope were observed on gentle or medium
slopes, 40 percent each (Table 22). Antelope were least likely
to be seen on flat lands, which included creek bottoms, and
steep hillsides. The escape behavior pattern of running away,
shown and discussed earlier, accounts for this usage pattern.

Winter: Usage of gentle and flat gradients were at their
highest level of the year with 59 and 15 percent, respectively.
Antelope were observed on a steep gradient only once during the
four years of study, that in the winter of 1974-75, but it too was
at its yearly high with an average of 12 percent. Obviously
use of the medium slopes was at the low point of the year,
14 percent

.

Spring : Usage of medium slopes increased to 51 percent. It
was followed in importance by gentle slopes which supported 31
percent of the antelope observed. Use of steep and flat slopes
were in direct opposition to each other although their average
use was similar with 8 and 10 percent, respectively. In 1974
and 1977 use of flat gradients was low while use of steep gradients
was high. In 1975 and 1976, the opposite situation occurred.
Both 1974 and 1977 had above average temperature and precipitation.
This may have been the causative factor as it influenced widespread
early green-up.

Summer : Usage of medium gradient slopes reached its zenith
during the summer season at 59 percent. It ranged from 89 percent
in 1974 to 41 percent in 1977. Gentle slopes had the second
highest percentage of antelope observations. Its 25 percent
figure was the lowest of the year. Flat land usage was also at
its low point of the year at 8 percent average and it ranged from
1 to 24 percent of summer antelope observations.

Fall : During the fall season antelope shifted use away from
the mediiam and steep slopes to the flat and gentle gradients,
establishing the trend which results in the winter extremes of
usage. The gentle slopes were marked by 47 percent of the
antelope observations while steep slopes supported only 3 percent.

Seasonal Use of Exposure

Over the four year study period antelope were observed on
every aspect of exposure. The most were observed on north slopes,
16 percent, while the fewest numbers were seen on southwest slopes,
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Table 22. Seasonal slope usage by antelope in the Sarpy Creek
drainage 1974-77.

Slope Gradient
Season Observed Flat Gentle Medium Steep

Winter
1973-74 - _ -

1974-75 312 li/ 41 21 37
1975-76 60 23 57 20 —

1976-77 180 22 7Rf o —

Total 552
2 /15-/ 59 14 12

Spring
1974^ 146 3 17 65 15
1975 183 10 47 43
1976 281 21 27 52

A 1tr±/
1977 334 8 31 44 17

Total 944 10 31 51 8

Summer
1974 28 4 7 89 -

1975 181 4 30 50 16
1976 318 1 41 54 4

1977 197 24 21 41 14

Total 724 8 25 59 8

Fall
1974 149 70 30 -

1975 284 13 31 56
1976 247 7 40 49 5

1977 181 27 46 20 7

Total 861 12 47 39 3

Study Tota] 3,081 ll3/ 40 40 8

1/ Percent of years observations

2_/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages

4/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5
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5 percent (Table 23). Northerly exposures averaged 41 percent
while southerly slopes supported 30 percent of the antelope
observed. Easterly and westerly exposures had 48 and 30
percent of the antelope observed respectively while flat lands
averaged 9 percent.

Winter: Use of northerly slopes (north, northeast and north-
west) was the highest of the winter expo!§ure usages at 46 percent.
Southerly exposures (south, southeast and southwest) had 24
percent of the antelope observations. Flat lands were marked
with their yearly high percentage of antelope observed, 15 percent.
The westerly (west, northwest and southwest) exposures experienced
their lowest usage level of the year at 7 percent.

Spring: Usage of southerly and easterly exposures, with
38 percent each, was the highest within the spring season.
Antelope usage of northern exposures was 32 percent. This marked
its lowest point of the year. Westerly exposure usage increased
to 26 percent and flat land usage decreased to 10 percent.

Summer: Antelope, 49 percent of those observed, congregated
on northerly slopes during the summer season. This compares to
30 percent observed on southerly slopes. Flat land usage was
at its lowest point of the year, 6 percent.

Fall: Easterly exposures had the most usage, 48 percent
of the antelope observed. Usage of northerly exposures decreased
to 38 percent but was still 10 percentage points above southerly
slope usage. Westerly slopes accounted for 30 percent of the
antelope observations. Northerly and easterly exposures are
generally more mesic than southerly and westerly exposures.
This explains why the two former groupings of exposures received
more antelope use in both fall and summer seasons. Antelope
usage of the flat land category, which is primarily plateaus in
this case, also was lowest during the dry seasons.
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Table 23. Seasonal use of exposure by antelope in the Sarpy Creek drainage 1974-77,

Season Observed North South East West NE NW SE SW Flat

Wi nter 1 Q73_74 _ _ _ __ —

1974-75 67 _ 48 30 - _ 22
1975-76 60 771/ - - - - 23
1976-77 180 30 23 22 25 - -

Total 307
' QO? /

z4 7 oO 10 — 1 D

Snr i n 1 Q 74 146 10 32 9 18 4 1 4 11 3

1975 183 _ 12 20 7 11 26 15 10
1976 281 11 13 15 6 18 6 2 10 21
1977 334 7 18 6 2 28 7 13 12 7

Total 944
..... _. . .

7 19
-x-
O 15 10 11 Qo 10

LSiimmpr 1 974 ^ o 25 11 _ 21 25 14 — 4
1975 181 5 14 8 9 27 11 17 6 4
1976 318 13 8 19 3 13 14 20 9 1

1977 197 14 19 2 7 23 1 19 16

Total 724 14 8 12 3 17 18 13 y b

Fall 1974 149 _ 46 3 10 35 5 _ _

1975 2 84 18 6 6 10 11 7 30 — 13
1976 247 11 15 32 tri/ 10 10 6 10 7

1977 181 8 10 18 13 19 22 7 4

Total 861 9 8 21 11 18 16 4 D

Study Total 2, 836 163/ 15 13 7 11 14 10 5 9

1/ Percentage of years observations
2/ Average of yearly percentages
3/ Average of seasonal percentages
4/ tr = trace; a percentage less than 0.5



White-tailed Deer

White-tailed deer occur witliin the study area in relatively
small numbers. For that reason, no detailed data analysis was
included in this report.

White-tailed deer distribution is sho'OTi in Figure 4. Three
separate small herds comprise the bulk of the observations. One
of these is located at the northern end of the study area, one is
located at the mouths of West Bear and Bear Creeks, and the third
is located to the east of the Absaloka mine, south of East Fork
Sarpy Creek.

Simpson (1977) described habitat utilization and population
characteristics from 135 whitetail observations within West-
moreland's Tract III coal lease area. He stated that the
ponderosa pine and upland drainageways were used for bedding,
escape cover and possibly fawning. Most of his observations were
made on agricultural types as the whitetails were feeding.
Spring grains, alfalfa and "greening" winter wheat were the fields
being used in spring, summer and fall, respectively. White-tailed
deer in the Absaloka sub-unit had a production ratio of 75 fawns:
100 does in 1976 (Simpson 1977). This compares with 85 fawns:
100 does observed in Fish and Game Region 7 during the same year
(Swenson 1973).

Coyotes

Coyote data gathering was intensified half-way through the
study because of increased interest in this predator species
generated by the ban on the use of the poison 1080 by Presidential
decree and sharply higher prices for coyote pelts on the fur
market. A total of 189 coyotes was observed during the two years
of intensive coyote study. In both years, most coyotes were
observed during the fall season.

Distribution

Seasonal coyote distribution is shown in Figure 20. Coyotes
occurred throughout the study area. No areas were used on a
continuous basis by the coyotes. There were more observations
west of Sarpy Creek than east and slightly more observations in
the Absaloka sub-unit than in the other two.

Population Characteristics

Coyote numbers in the Sarpy Creek area have remained fairly
stable throughout the study period (Figure 5). Comparing
numbers observed per hour of fixed-wing flight (Table 5) reveals
1.4, 1.5 and 1.2 coyotes/hour in 1975, 1976, and 1977, respectively.
While summer observations increased from 0.4 to 0.8 to 1.6 for
the 3 years respectively, numbers observed in winter and'spring
decreased from 1.8 and 1.2 coyotes/hour in each season during
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the 1977 surveys. Increased activity by fur trappers induced
by very good prices for coyote pelts may have been responsible
for the reduced numbers of coyotes observed. The reduced
number is most likely a combination of fewer coyotes to observe
and a learned avoidance of airplanes by the remaining coyotes..

Coyote numbers vis-a-vis mule deer numbers appear to have
reached a peak in the 1976 season (Table 24) when there were 7.7
coyotes/100 mule deer. In all three years the summer ratio was
highest and the spring ratio was lowest. The visibility of
juvenile animals accounts for this shift as young coyotes are
traveling earlier than mule deer fawns. The effects of winter
harvest of coyote pelts also show up in the low spring ratio.

While more coyotes were seen in 1976 (Table 24), more survey
hours resulted in only a slight rise in coyotes observed per hour,
A large decline in mule deer observed per hour of flight during
1976 (Figure 5) was primarily responsible for the increase in
the coyote :mule deer relationship. If mule deer numbers were
greatly influenced by coyotes then 1977 should have seen mule
deer numbers decline following the high of coyote numbers. In
fact, mule deer numbers increased, as discussed earlier, and
coyote numbers declined. Thus it seems that coyote niimbers are
fluctuating independently of mule deer numbers.

Table 24. Comparative coyote and mule deer observations in the
Sarpy Creek drainage 1975-1977„

Coyotes Mule Deer Coyotes/100 Mule Deer
Season 1975 1976 1977 Average 1975 1976 1977 Averaf^e 1975 1976 1977 Average

Winter 16 27 15 19.3 312 341 335 329.3 5.1 7.9 4.5 5.9

Spring 15 16 19 16.7 387 424 578 463.0 3.8 3.8 3.3 3.6

Sunmer 4 17 18 13.0 75 149 215 146.3 5.3 11.4 8.4 8.9

Fall 31 49 28 36.0 693 503 363 519.3 4.4 9„7 7.7 6.9

Total 66 109 80 85.0 1,467 1,417 1,417 1,458.3 4.4 7.7 5.4 5.8

Seasonal Use of Soil Associations

During the course of the study none of the six soil assocations
averaged significantly more or less usage than expected (Table 25).
In only three instances were there more coyotes found in a part-
icular association than expected. The frequency percentage of chi-square values (Figure 10) is heavily weighted to the non-significant
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Table 25. Seasonal use of soil types by coyotes in the Sarpy Creek drainage 1976-1977.

Winter Spring Summer Fall Study

Soil Association
7b-7b
272/

l<0— 1 1

15
Total

42

'7 p.
I D
16

/ ( i O L ai
19 35 17

77

18 35
7R
49

77
28

Tnt a 1

77
Total
189

1. Wanetta-Hesper 7 34/ l5/

2. Pierre-Lismas (T) 2 11 0 4 4 4 QO

3. Flasher-Bainville (T)

/Nelson-Alice (B) 11 13 12 6 5 6 6 39+ 22 4 11 7 12

4. Bainville-Mdway (T)

/Thedalund-Midway (B) 74 47 64 81 58 70 71 61 66 59 75 67 66

5. Wayden-Regent (B) 7 33+ 17 13 6 12 6 16+ 4 10 11

6. WibaixK-Thedaltind-

Spearman (B) 4 2 26 13 12 6 16 7 12 8

1/ (T) - Treasure County; (B) - Bighorn County

2/ Number observed

3/ Percent of years observations

4/ Average of yearly percentages

5/ Average of seasonal percentages

+ - Positive usage significant at p=.05



95.8 percent, indicating that coyotes are not selecting for any
soil association parameters. As they are very nearly randomly
distributed over the entire study area, it follows that their
primary food source is also widely dispersed throughout the
study area.

The Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway (B-M/T-M) association
had the highest percentage of observations, 66 percent, while
the Wanetta-Hesper association had the lowest, 1 percent.

Winter : Coyotes were observed on all six associations during
the winter months. During the 1976-77 season, significantly
more coyotes than expected were observed on the Wayden-Regent
(W-R) association, 33 percent. This was a substantial increase
over the 7 percent observed the previous year. The B-M/T-M
association, which had the highest winter average at 64 percent,
saw a large reduction in use from 1975-76 to 1976-77 with 74
and 47 percent for the two seasons, respectively. The reason
for this switch is not clear at this time. This was the only
season coyotes were observed on the Wanetta-Hesper association.

Spring : No significant deviations from the expected were
observed during the spring season. This is related more to the
low observation numbers than the lack of changes from one year
to the next. The B-M/T-M association followed the same pattern
observed during winter, i.e., high 1976 usage followed by a
substantial decline in 1977. It was marked by the most observations
70 percent, which was a slight increase over the winter
average. Use of the Wibaux-Thedalund-Spearman (W-T-S) and
Pierre-Lismas (P-L) associations was greatly increased in 1977,
going from 0 percent to 26 and 11 percent, respectively. The
W-R association exhibited the opposite patterns, decreasing
from 13 percent in 1976 to 0 percent in 1977.

Summer : This season was noted for the least coyote dispersion
Only two associations, the B-M/T-M and Flasher-Bainville/Nelson-
Alice, (F-B/N-A) received any use in 1977. The F-B/N-A, at 39
percent, received significantly more use than expected.' The
B-M/T-M, W-R and W-T-S associations each received about 10 percent
less usage in 1977 than in 1976. The B-M/T-M association supported
70 percent of the summer coyote observations.

FaJl: The B-M/T-M association again supported the highest
numbers of coyotes, 67 percent, but was marked by a higher
percentage in 1977 than in 1976. The W-R association had
significantly more coyotes than expected in 1976. The fall
season demonstrated the most consistent pattern of use by the
coyotes. In both years, the same five soil associations sported
coyote observations^ This may indicate that the fall season
weather is the most constant from year to year.
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Looking at individual soil associations we see the B-M/T-M

association had the most observations in every season during the

two years. At no time was there a significant deviation from

the expected number of observations. There was very little

difference between seasons ranging from 64 percent in winter to

70 percent in spring. Summer and fall were practically equal

with 66 and 67 percent of the seasonal observations, respectively.

The F-B/N-A received its highest use during summer (22

percent) and its least during spring and fall (5 and 7 percent,

respectively). It also was used by coyotes each season both
years

.

The W-R association, which had 11 percent of the total number

of coyotes observed, exhibited high numbers from spring 1976

through the winter of 1976-77. The last two seasons of that

run were significantly higher than expected and were followed by

two seasons of no observations. It seems likely that this
area was heavily hunted during the winter of 1976-77. The

hunting pressure would have forced some coyotes to leave, eliminated

some and made the rest extremely wary of airplane traffic,
explaining why observations dropped from significantly more than

expected to zero. Zero was not less than expected because of the

small area of the W-R soil association combined with the overall
small number of coyotes observed during the spring and summer
months

.

The W-T-S association ranged from 2 percent in winter to

13 and 12 percent for spring and fall, respectively, of the
coyotes observed. Its overall average was 8 percent.

The P-L and W-H associations with 3 and 1 percent of the

coyote observations respectively, received the least use
during the two years coyote data were compiled

.

Seasonal Use of Vegetation Types

Only 189 coyotes were classified by vegetative type during
the 1976 and 1977 seasons (Table 26). On a year-round basis
coyote usage of vegetation types was fairly evenly split between
the five types, ranging from 33 percent in the ponderosa pine
type to 11 percent in the creek bottom type. Figure 11 shows
that 35 percent of the seasonal vegetation type usage percentages
had significant deviations from the expected levels. This is

less than either mule deer or antelope displayed but much higher
than the 4.2 percent figure calculated for coyote soil association
usage (Figure 10). This indicates that coyotes are more depend-
ent on vegetation types than soil association but not to the
extent of mule deer and antelope.
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Table 26. Seasonal coyote vegetation type usage in the Sarpy
Creek drainage, 1976-1977.

Winter Spring Summer Fall Total
421/ 35 35 77 189

Ponderosa pine 332/ 3 3 103/
Sagebrush 5 8 24 3 10
Grass land 13 7
Skunkbush 4 3 3 3 3
Juniper

1
Snowberry 6 4 2

14* 32* 25* 33*

Sagebrush 6 oo Zb
Grassland 3 3 2

lULdj. odgeurusn /-»

D 34 + 36 35 28

Grassland 23 21 aD 1 13
Sagebrush 3 1

O A 124+ 6 4 14

Cottonwood - 6 2 2
Shrub o O 9

Total Creek bottom 9 6 28 + 11 +

Ponderosa pine 5 1
Sagebrush/ grass land 3 5 2
Creek bottom 9 12 20 3 11

Total Agricultural 9 20 20 8 14

]_/ Number observed during two years study (1976-1977)

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages

* = Negative usage significant at p=.05

+ = Positive usage significant at p=.05
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Winter : There were no significant deviations from expected
numbers of coyote observations during the winter season (Table 26).

The ponderosa pine type received the most usage (62 percent).
It supported a significantly high percentage in the 1976-77 winter,
80 percent (unpublished data). This was nearly double the usage
recorded for the previous winter (Martin 1977). The combined
sagebrush/grassland usage, which was equal to ponderosa pine
in 1976-77, decreased from 44 percent to 13 percent and averaged
29 percent for the two years (Figure 21). The relatively harsh
weather during the 1975-76 winter, may have forced the coyotes
away from deep snow acciamulations in the ponderosa pine type
in search of prey.

Spring : Use of the grassland/sagebrush type increased to

significantly high levels (58 percent) while observations within
the ponderosa pine type dropped to 14 percent, the yearly low
(Figure 21). Usage of agricultural types increased from 9

percent in winter to 20 percent (Table 26). Creek bottom
observations also increased.

Summer : The sagebrush vegetation type had the highest
percentage of coyote summer observations. Even though this was
a slight increase over spring, it was not listed as being
significantly high because sagebrush and grassland observations
were treated statistically as occurring in the same type. Grass-
land usage declined to 6 percent (Table 26) and their combined
percentage (42 percent) did not deviate from the expected number
in a significant manner.

Usage of the ponderosa pine type increased to 32 percent
but was still significantly low. No observations were made in
the ponderosa pine type during the 1977 summer. Coyote usage
of creek bottom and agricultural types continued to levels
established during spring with 6 and 20 percent averages,
respectively.

Fall : The fall season was marked by a substantial increase
of coyote observations in the creek bottom vegetation type
(Figure 21). An average 28 percent of coyotes observed (Table 25),
a significantly high percentage, were in the creek bottom type.
Usage of the sagebrush/grassland types was again highest, 39
percent, but not more than expected. Ponderosa pine usage, 25
percent, was less than expected. The number of coyotes utilizing
the agricultural type decreased to 8 percent.

In summary, the sagebrush/grassland vegetation types supported
the highest percentage of coyote observations in all seasons
except winter (Figure 21) when ponderosa pine provided the most
favorable conditions for coyote survival.

The agricultural type was important in spring and summer when
crops were standing. Apparently rodents and other prey species
vacated the fields after harvest in search of protective cover.
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Use of creek bottom vegetation during the dry fall season
followed the same pattern established by mule deer. These
increases must be related to the need of all species for water
and further demonstrates the critical importance of the alluvial
or riparian or creek bottom habitat, depending on which term
is used to describe the same niche of nature.

Overall, the ponderosa pine type had more observations than
any other single type. It was second to the combined sagebrush/
grassland vegetation type usage. It was most used in winter and
least used during the spring season

„

Seasonal Activity

Nearly half of all coyotes were running at the moment of
observation (Table 27) « This is probably a result of their
wary nature and a learned avoidance reaction to airplane hunters.
The seasons with the highest percentage of running coyotes were
winter and spring. These seasons either coincide with the
time coyote pelts are prime or just after the hunting season.
Seventy percent of coyotes observed in the spring season were
running

„

The second highest activity category was standing, 31 percent.
This activity was most common in the slimmer time. Many young
coyotes would sit and watch the airplane fly by while the adult
would run, remembering the airplane hunters from the previous
winter.

Relatively few coyotes were observed lying down or feeding,
12 and 10 percent respectively. The few coyotes observed feeding
were family groups attending a livestock carcass. The fall
season was marked by the highest percentages of coyotes observed
lying down and feeding. Perhaps relative abundance of prey
in the fall allowed coyotes to spend less time hunting and more
time resting.

Seasonal Use of Topography

Usage of topographic features by coyotes is shown in Table
28. As with mule deer and antelope, most coyotes were placed
in the hillside category (55 percent). Creek bottoms, with
21 percent of the observat ions , were the second most commonly
used feature. The remaining features each received less than
10 percent of the observations.

Winter : The hillside category, with 70 percent, was at
its highest level of the year. Plateaus, due to the 20 percent
figure observed in 1977, were the second highest use category
of 14 percent of the winter coyote observations. No observations
were made in coulee heads or coulee bottoms.
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Table 27. Seasonal coyote activity in the Sarpy Creek drainage
1976-1977.

Season
Number
Observed

Act ivity

Standing Running Laying Feeding

Winter
1975-76
1976- 77

27
15

30i/
20

44
73

4
7

22
—

Total 42 252/ 59 5 11

Spring
1976 16 31 56 13 -
1977 19 16 84

Total 35 24 70 6 -

Summer
1976 17 47 41 6 6

18 78 17 6

Total 35 62 29 6 3

rail
1976 49 10 22 18 49
1977 28 18 43 39

Total 77 14 33 29 25

Study Total 189 313/ 48 12 10

1/ Percentage of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages
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Table 28. Seasonal use of topography by coyotes in the Sarpy Creek
drainage 1976-1977.

Number Hill- Coulee Coulee Creek
Season Observed Side Ridge Plateau Head Bottom Valley Bottom

Winter
1975- 76 27 671/ 7 7 - - 7 11
1976-77 15 73 - 20 - - - 7

Total 42 702/ 14

Spring
1976
1977

16
19

38
53

6
5

6
21

13
11

6
5

31
5

Total 35 45 6 14 - 12 6 18

Summer
1976 17 47 12 - 6 6 - 29
1977 18 67 6 - - - - 28

Total 35 57 9 - 3 3 - 29

Fall
1976 49 63 2 6 4 2 - 22
1977 28 36 4 14 - 14 - 32

Total 77 50 3 10 2 8 • - 27

Study Total 189 55^/ 5 9 1 6 2 21

1/ Percentage of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3/ Average of seasonal percentages
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Spring : The percentage of coyotes observed on hillsides
remained the highest of the categories but declined to its low point
of the year, 45 percent. The shift was made up in the coulee
bottom and creek bottom categories. They increased from a combined
total of 9 percent in winter to 30 percent. There was a large
variation in creek bottom usage between 1976 and 1977 with 31
and 5 percent, respectively. Ridge, plateau and valley floor
usage (6, 14 and 6 percent, respectively) remained nearly the
same as observed in the winter season. Once again no observations
were made in coulee heads

„

.Summer : Usage of hillsides and creek bottoms increased over
spring levels. They supported 57 and 29 percent of the coyote
observations, respectively. The number of coyotes using plateaus
declined from the 14 percent levels observed in winter and spring
to zero. This pattern may reflect movement to more mesic
environs

.

Fan: Coyotes remained on the hillsides and creek bottoms
during the fall season, 50 and 27 percent , respect ively „ Plateau's
replaced ridges as the next most common topographic feature used
by the coyotes, 10 percent. Basically, the fall usage pattern
is similar to that established during simimer.

Seasonal Use of Slope

/rp v.n*~^°n°^^^
"^^"^^ observed on all slopes in fairly even percentages

(Table 29). The less steep gradients sported 56 percent of thecoyote observations, slightly more than the 44 percent observed
in the medium and steep slope categories.

^^nter: The medium and steep slopes, with 47 and 12 percent
of the coyote observations respectively, received their highestusage of the year. Coyotes may have been avoiding deeper snow
on the more level terrain. During the 1976-77 winter only 27
percent of the observations were made on the flat and gentle
gradients.

^P^^"g- ^l^'t land usage increased to 35 percent and gentleslope usage increased to 28 percent „ Medium slope usage decreasedto 24 percent of the coyote observations. The percent of coyotesobserved on steep slopes ranged from zero in 1976 to 26 percentm 1977. The 1977 spring was warmer and wetter than the 1976spring.

Summer
: Coyotes shifted back to the steeper slopes but notto the extent observed during the winter season^ Usage of steepslopes was at its annual high, 20 percent, while gentle slopeswere marked by their lowest percentage of the year, 11 percent.

rr^^^.^^Brh
followed the other wildlife species into themesic bottom lands during the dry fall season. An average of 77percent of the coyotes were seen on flat and gentle slopes bothof which registered annual highs. The steep slopes were markedby annual low percentages.
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Table 29. Seasonal slope usage by coyotes in the Sarpy Creek
drainage 1976-1977.

Otr doOn
Number
uu servea r 1 at

Slope Gradient

ivieu lum

Winter
1975-76
1976-77

27
15

261/
20

30
7

33
60

11
13

1 O L a X A 1

Spring
1976
1977

16
19

44
26

25
32

31
16 26

TotalJL yj Let JL O o OA
J. o

Summer
1976
1977

17
18

29
33

6
17

29
44

35
6

Total 35 31 11 37 20

Fall
1976
1977

49
28

33
54

43
25

10
18

14
4

Total 77 43 34 14 9

Study Total 189 33^/ 23 30 14

\l Percent of years observations

2/ Average of yearly percentages

3^/ Average of seasonal percentages
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Seasonal Use of Exposure

During the course of the study coyotes were observed onevery exposure in relatively equal numbers (Table 30). Southerlyaspects, 29 percent of coyote observations, had slightly moreusage than northerly slopes, 26 percent. Westerly slopes
supported more observations than easterly slopes, 29 percentand 23 percent, respectively. The highest single category wasflat land at 31 percent. This usage pattern is a reflection
ot the mobility of coyotes and their ability to utilize theentire study area in their search for food.

Winter: Like other species, coyotes congregate on therelatively warm and snow-free southerly (S, SE & SW) exposuresduring the winter months. Forty-nine percent of coyote winterobservations were made on southerly slopes. The oppositeaspects (N, NE & NW) were marked by only 20 percent of thecoyote observations. Usage of flat lands was at its lowestpoint of the year, 24 and 15 percent, respectively.

Spring: Northerly and southerly exposures each supportedpercent of the coyote observations. Usage of flat landsincreased to 32 percent. The importance of easterly slopeswas indicated by a two-fold increase over winter levels to
30 percent. With westerly slope usage at 22 percent, thespring usage pattern was the most balanced with the four aspectsranging from 22 to 30 percent and flat land usage at 32 percent

„

Perhaps the spring season has the least amount of stress andenvironmental hinderance for the coyote population^

Summer
: Coyotes shifted usage to the mesic northerly slopesas 40 percent of coyote observations were made on those threeexposures. Southerly slope usage remained constant at 27 percentof the coyote observations. Use of easterly slopes declinedto the level observed during the winter season, 15 percent Thewesterly slopes, bolstered by a hefty 31 percent figure forthe northwest exposure, supported 52 percent of the coyotesobserved. Flat land usage was constant at 31 percent.

37 np7?^t r^V^l "^rfn'
''''^^^ bottoms primarily, accounted for

37 percent of the fall coyote observations. Easterly slopes had36 percent and northerly slopes, 20 percent. The more xericwesterly and southerly slope received 19 and 17 percent of thecoyote observations, respectively.
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# •
Table 30. Seasonal use of exposure by coyotes in the Sarpy Creek

• •

drainage 1976-1977

•

Season
Number
Observed North South

Exposure
East West NE NW SE SW Flat

Winter
1975-76 27 Hi/ 26 4 — 15 - 4 15 26
1976-77 15 7 33 — 13 7 — — 20 20

Total 42 92/ 30 2 7 11 - 2 17

Spring
1976 16 — 13 6 6 - 25 - 6 44
1977 19 16 5 21 — 11 — 21 5 21

Total 35 8 9 14 3 5 13 11 6

Summer
1976 17 — 6 — — 18 6 6 35 29
1977 18 — — — 6 — 56 6 — 33

Total 35 - 3 - 3 9 31 6 18 31

Fall
1976 49 4 4 35 4 10 4 8 31
1977 28 11 14 7 7 18 43

Total 77 7 2 25 2 9 4 2 13 7

Study Total 189 63/ 11 10 4 8 12 5 13 31

1/ Percent of years observations
2/ Average of yearly percentages
3/ Average of seasonal percentages



Prairie Grouse

Sharp-tailed grouse are the most abundant game bird species
found in the study area. Some sage grouse also are located
in the Sarpy Creek drainage. A total of 422 sharp-tailed grouse
(Table 31) was observed on 40 active grounds in 1977. Twenty-
four sage grouse were observed on 3 strutting grounds. Banding
projects in the Colstrip and Absaloka mine areas were continued
in cooperation with employees of Ecological Consulting Service
and Westmoreland Resources. Some telemetry work was conducted
by these two companies.

Distribution

The 46 sharptail dancing grounds are shown in Figure 22.
During the 1977 season, the Absaloka sub-unit had the highest
number of active dancing grounds with 15 of 16 known grounds
supporting birds. The Horse Creek sub-unit had displaying
male birds on 14 of 19 arenas (dancing grounds) while there
were birds on all 11 known grounds in the Bear Creek sub-unit
(Table 31). In 1977, there were approximately 0o09 dancing
grounds per square mile in the Sarpy Creek drainage. Sisson
(1976) reported a range of .06 to .77 sharptail display grounds/
square mile on three small areas in Nebraska. Schwarzkoph
(1980) identified 19 active dancing grounds (0.12 per square
mile) in the Colstrip vicinity.,

While additional dancing grounds were discovered every year
of the study (16, 16, 4 and 10 for 1974, 1975, 1976 and 1977,
respectively) not all of the known arenas were used every year
(Appendix Table 3). Two to six previously used grounds were
vacant in each of the three latter years of study. This aband-
onment of certain locations is related to several factors
including climate, land use patterns, available nearby cover and
general population levels (Amman 1957, Pepper 1972, Sisson 1976).

There were four sage grouse strutting grounds found within
the study area (Figure 22). Displaying birds have not been
observed on ground #2 since the first year of the study (Appendix
Table 3). While this arena may have been a satellite ground, it
is unlikely since the ground is over 4 airline miles from the
nearest active ground. Wallestad (1975) found radio-equipped
cocks in central Montana ventured a maximum of 1.1 miles from
their strutting grounds.

Population Characteristics

The number of male sharp-tailed grouse utilizing dancing
grounds on a year-to-year basis has commonly been used to estimate
spring population levels and establish population trend data.
The number of males per active ground indicatesthe population
high during this study occurred in 1975 (Figure 23) when there
were 13.8 males/ground (Table 31). This is confirmed by Eng
(1977) ,

who found 13.7 and 9.5 male sharptail grouse per active
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Fif^ure 23. Hale sharp-tailed grouse per active dancing ground in
the Sarpy Creek area, 1974-1977.
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Table 31. Prairie grouse breeding ground data, 1974-1977

No. of Active
Grounds

Sub-unit 74 75 76 77

Bear Cr
Horse Cr
Absaloka

Total

Bear Cr
CD Horse Cr
CD

Total

2 4 6 11

8 14 11 14

6 12 13 15

16 30 30 40

0

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

Male Birds Attend.

26 49 71 94

108 208 124 172

69 156 114 156

203 413 309 422

0

35

5 2

37 37

3

21

35 42 39 24

Average Male Birds/

Active Gromd

74_ 75 76

SHARP-TAILED (M)USE

13.0 12.3 11.8 8.5

13.5 14.9 11.3 12.3

11.5 13.0 8.8 10.4

12„7 13.8 10.3 10.6

SAGE GROUSE

Study

77 Average

0.0 5o0
11 „7 18.5

2.0
18o5

3.0
10.5

11.4
13.0
10.9

11.9

2.5
14.8

11.7 14.0 13.0 8.0 11.7

Estimated Spring Population

Density (Birds/sq. mi.)

0.5
2.6
1.2

1.3

„56

ol5

0.9
5.0
2.7

1.3
3,0
2.0

1.7
4„2
2.7

Study

Average

1.1
3.7
2.2

.7 2.0 2.7 2o2

.06 .02 .03 .03

.60 o60 .52 „52

.18 ol7 .15 .15



ground in 1975 and 1976, respectively on the Amax coal lease
study area which is located in the Horse Creek sub-unit of
the Sarpy study area, and Sullivan (1979), who reported 9.5
9.8, 8.6 and 9.0 male sharptail grouse per ground for 1974
1975, 1976 and 1977, respectively. Sullivan's study was

'

conducted on Westmoreland Resources, Inc„ Tract III coal
lease area which is located within the Absaloka sub-unit of •

the Sarpy study area.

An estimation of population levels based on an assumed
1:1 sex ratio and the existence of non-territorial males present
^" population (Rippin and Boag 1974) at a minimum ratioof l„5:l (Knapp 1977), shows 1975 and 1977 to have nearly equaldensities (Figure 24). This is the result of birds being
observed on more grounds in 1977 than in 1975. Econ Inc
(1978) reported the highest population levels of sharp-tailedgrouse m the Colstrip area during 1975. The number of activedancing grounds within the Colstrip study area has increasedby 10.5 percent since 1975 compared to a 25 percent increase
in the Sarpy study area. Since the Colstrip area is about halfthe size of the Sarpy study area, it seems logical to assume
a higher percentage of existing arenas were located duringthe first years of the Colstrip study than were found in theSarpy study area. While some of the 14 new dancing groundsobserved since the 1975 season were undoubtedly active previouslymost of them were located in areas where the birds would havebeen observed had they been active. Hence, the increased numberof active grounds in 1977 is probably a response to a generallyhigher population level. Unless all dancing grounds in an areaare known and monitored on an annual basis, making statementsabout population levels and trends would be quite risky.

The number of male sage grouse attending the three maiorstrutting grounds fluctuated from a high of 14.0 per groundm 1975 to a low of 8.0 per active ground in 1977. Absolutenumbers observed followed this same pattern (Table 31) The

grassla^r^T^ht''^^''
highest amount of Sagebrush/grassland (Table 3), supported the highest densities of sagegrouse withm the study area, 0.52 per square mile (Table 31).

Use of Soil Associations

th J^u ^i^^h^^-Bainville/Nelson-Alice soil association supportedthe highest number of male sharptails/dancing ground ll g

n' 97f (^aSlf32^' 'tu
^^^^^hedalind-SpeLLn assoJ^^tlon

II
^^'^'^ (Table 32). The Pierre-Lismas association which hadthe highest number of male birds per ground in 1976 Otoin ^977)

w:?e'?:ca?:rL"?hrL'" ^^^ncLl liLlll
^'

were located m the Bamville-Midway-Thedalund-Midway association
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Fif^ure 24. Sharptail grouse population density in the Sarny
Creek area, 1974-1977.
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le 32. Sharptail dancing ground distribution by soil
association in 1977.

Soil Association
All

Groiinds
Active
Grounds

Male
Birds

Male Birds/
Active Ground

1. Wanetta-Hesper (T) - - -

2. Pierre-Liams (T) 3 3 25 8.3

3. Flasher-Bainville (T)
/Nelson-Alice (B) 9 5 64 12.8

4. Bainvilie-Midway (T)
/Thedalund-4Iidway (B) 27 25 249 10.0

5. Wayden-Regent (B)

6. Wibaux-Thedalmd-
Spearman (B) 7 7 84 12.0

46 40 422 10.0

This IS somewhat less than might have been expected in the largestsoil association (Table 2). No grounds were located on t he

of^study
^^^^"^ ^^^y^^"-^^Sent associations during the four years

+ T,^^^
of the sage grouse strutting grounds were located inthe Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway association.

Sharptail Banding and Telemetry Studies

In the spring of 1975 a sharptail banding study was initiatedin cooperation with personnel of Westmoreland Resources, IncEcological Consulting Service and the Montana Department of Fish
InJll t'

^""^^ ^"'^^^ continued through the 1977spring breeding season and beyond the termination of the SarpvBasin^Wildlife Ecology Study. Radio telemetry was initLted'^'^

w.r.. t^'^H™?^"
objectives of the banding and telemetry studieswere to determine: annual mortality of sharptail grouse in thisarea normal movement patterns, and what haMtat fypes thesespecific birds were utilizing during different seasons of the

The study was conducted in two areas, near Colstrio and

rSch„!:2SSr'Em;= f^^'""^
'"ir

°" '^^"^ creek. '*wL?a'f. tjchwarzkoph, ECO J
, Inc., was the project leader inthe Colstrinvicinity. Raymond R. Austin, ECON Inc., followed bJ winSm

"^
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Sullivan, Westmoreland Resources, Inc„, were project leaders

in the Sarpy Creek area. Robert Greene of the Montana Department

of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks provided cannon nets and assisted

during the trapping phases of this study. Detailed results of

these studies can be found in the following publications: ECON

Inc., 1975a, 1975b, 1976, 1977, and 1978 and Sullivan 1979.

Annual mortality : An annual mortality rate of banded birds

in Nebraska was calculated to be 69.4 percent (Sisson 1976).

Robel et al. (1972) estimated annual mortality at 79.5 and

70.6 percent respectively on two study areas in South Dakota.

Hillman and Jackson (1973) reported 71.5 and 70 o4 percent annual

mortality rates respectively on two study areas also in South

Dakota. These rates do not include the mortality of juveniles

from hatching to approximately eight months of age.

The annual mortality rates of banded birds in the Colstrip

and Absaloka studies averaged 87.6 and 76,9 percent, respectively

(Table 33). These higher than previously reported mortality

rates can be attributed to the predominant use of the cannon

net capture method, which causes more physical damage to

individual birds than a walk-in trap; to the use of full poncho markers

,

with black numbers, which makes the birds more visible and vulnerable

to avian predators; and to the use of radios „ Although the

harness systems did not seem to interfere with the sharp-tailed

grouse' s flight, it definitely made them more vulnerable to

predation. Sullivan (1979) reported the overall mortality rate

of grouse fitted only with a poncho marker to be 53 percent. Of

18 radioed birds, 11 were found in or near avian predator nests.

None of the five birds fitted with radio transmitters on the

Colstrip study area in 1978 lived more than ten days. Four of

these were known to have been killed by predators.

The continued trapping of specific dancing grounds appears

to be detrimental to the viability of those particular populations.

All six arenas in the Colstrip vicinity which were trapped for

two consecutive years experienced reduced numbers (Table 34).

Two of the grounds were abandoned completely. One ground in the

Absaloka study area was also abandoned. The lone exception was

a dancing ground in the Absaloka study area at which attendance

increased annually despite four continuous years of trapping.

Movement: The use of radios and poncho marked birds has

confirmed the central position of the dancing ground in the

lives of sharp-tailed grouse. During the courtship season,

male sharptails remained with .5 miles of their dancing ground

(Sullivan 1979). Dominant male grouse were observed to return

to their same arenas in subsequent years „ All nest sites

located were within one mile of a dancing ground (Schwarzkoph

1980). Pepper (1972) found no nest during his study more than

one mile from a dancing ground. Hens radioed on nests stayed

within one-quarter mile of their nest sites during the first two

weeks after the young hatched (ECON, Inc., 1978).
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Table 33. Annual mortality of sharp-tailed grouse in the Colstrip 10x20 and Absaloka study area:

Colstripl/ 3

4
7
8

16
19

T^ . r2/ ^3/ B R R M^ .76 .76 ' 77 ' ^8
"

Average

8 0
5 1

15 3 80.0 4 1
9 0 100.0 6 0

10 1 90.0 3 2
17 1 94.1 9 2

100.0 15 3 80.0 90.0
80.0 19 1 95.0* 87.5
85.7* - - 100.0 88.6

100.0 - - _ 100.0
50.0* - 1 50.0* 63.3
80.0* - - 100„0* 91.4

o

Total 51 5 90 .2 35

Absaloka^/ 3(8)6/ 11 2 81 .8 3
4(25) 7 1 85 7 6
5(10) 13 3 76 9

Total 31 6 80. 6 9

*

6/

6 85.0* 34 5 87.5* 87.6

2 60.0* 7 0 100.0* 80.6
3 57. 1* 12 4 73.3* 72.0

100.0* 88.5

66.7* 19 4 83.3* 76.9

1/ B = number banded
2/ R - number survived over winter
3/ M = Percent mortality = B-R/B
4/ Taken from ECON, Inc. 1976, 1977 and 1978
5/ Taken from Sullivan 1979

Percent mortality = (B-^R-) - R/B+R' where R'= number of banded birds surviving from previous
M u • year.
Number m ( ) corresponds to identification in Figure 22.





Table 34. Numbers of male sharp -tailed grouse on dancing grounds
before and after banding on the Colstrip 10x20 and
Absaloka study areas o

Dancing Ground 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Colstrip 3 21 27 22* ^ o ^ 21
4 14 10 17* 17* X o
7 13 20* JL J_ T nu 0
8 15 11* 8* 2 o

16 8 15* 6* 6 9
19 12 17* 14* 6 0

Average 13.8 16.7 13.0 9.5

Absaloka 3(8) 12 14* 12
4(25) 9* 10* 15* 1 7*J. *

'

5(10) 7 15* 12 0 0

Average 9.5 12.7 11,3 8.0 9.7

+ Year trapping was conducted.

The farthest movement by a marked bird, approximately 12
miles, occurred on the Colstrip study area in 1975. This bird
may have been a female or a sub-dominant male (ECON, Inc. 1976).-
Several birds were observed to move 3-5 miles from the dancing
grounds on which they were marked. These birds were probably
sub-dominant males.

Few summer, fall or winter observations were made either
because of radio failure, predation of radioed birds or the
difficulty of spotting marked birds in the generally good cover
of those seasons. The observations made corroborate the
findings of Pepper (1972) that males remain within one mile of
their dancing ground in the summer. Hillman and Jackson (1973)
indicated sharp-tailed grouse stayed within 3 miles of wintering
siteSo

Habitat usage: The best sharp-tailed grouse habitat is
characterized by grassland-shrub associations in which mid-and
tall grasses provide substantial residual cover (Pepper 1972,
Sisson 1976).

During winter, grassland, agricultural and big sagebrush-
grassland types were most often used in the Colstrip area (ECON
Inc. 1978). Grouse in the Sarpy area moved to lowland habitat
types where they were observed in riparian vegetation, on
haystacks, in farm yard shelter belts, in stands of ponderosa
pine and on snow free southern exposures (Sullivan 1979)

„
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In spring, silver sagebrush-grassland, grassland and
skunkbush-grassland habitat type usage was most prevalent as
the birds congregated around their dancing grounds (ECON,
Inc., 1978), Sullivan (1978) reported sharp-tailed grouse
feed in grassland associations and resort to the sagebrush,
juniper, skunkbush and riparian vegetation types for cover.
Sharptail grouse nests are usually located on the ground in
dense vegetation. They prefer native grasslands and shrubs
but will nest in cultivated stubble and hay lands (Pepper 1972),
He further stated that foliar density is more important than
height. Of the three nests located in the Sarpy and Colstrip
vicinities, two were found on a Western Energy Company reclamation
area and one was located in a stand of big sagebrush (ECON,
Inc. 1978; Sullivan 1979). All three sites had very dense
foliar cover.

Alfalfa fields and hay meadows were heavily used by sharp-
tails in the Sarpy area during the summer months (Sullivan 1979).
North slope shrub associations were used for loafing and cover.
ECON, Inc. (1978) reported skunkbush-grassland, silver sage-
grassland and grassland types to be the most heavily utilized
during summer,

Ponderosa pine-grassland, silver sagebrush-grassland and
skunkbush-grassland habitat types were most commonly used
during the fall season as the sharptails became concentrated
in the shrub associations (ECON, Inc. 1978).

Sullivan (1979) reported large amounts of chokecherries

,

rosehips, and hawthorn berries in the crops of hunter harvested
birds indicating use of shrubby thickets for feeding.

Ring-necked Pheasants

Pheasant crow count routes are shown in Figure 22. Four
years of data gathering are summarized in Table 35. The
number of cocks heard per stop increased steadily from 13.3 in
1974 to 18.3 in 1977 in the Sarpy drainage. The greatest
change was in the upper portion which increased from 7,9 to
21.5 calls per stop, a gain of 172 percent from 1974 to 1977.
All of the Sarpy routes registered increases except the lower
Sarpy route. The lower Sarpy route had the highest density of
cock pheasants, averaging 25.5 calls per stop over the four
years of study. This route had the highest number of calls
per stop in Fish, Wildlife and Parks Region 7 from 1974 through
1977 (Knapp 1979).

Five broods were counted in the summer of 1977. Thirty-three
juvenile birds, average 6.6 per brood, were observed. This is
somewhat less than the 8.7 and 8,4 young per brood observed in
1975 and 1976 .respectively (Martin 1977).
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Table 35. Ring-necked pheasant crowing count survey data in the
Sarpy Creek and surrounding drainages.

Average Calls Per Mile

Route Lensrth-'-/ 1974 1975 1 q7fi 1 Q77-Li?/ 1

Lower Sarpy Cr 16 27.7 24 .7 25. 6 24 .

1

Upper Sarpy Cr 16 7.9 11.8 21.0 21.5
Lower Tullock Cr 15 4.7 llo7 16.7 11.8
Upper Tullock Cr 15 10.6 17.6
North Fork Beaver Cr 6 1.8 8.0 7„2 7.8
East Bear Creek 9 9.8 14.2 9.4 14.3
Armell ' s Cr 21 2.7
Yellowstone River 23 3.8 6.9
Reservation Cr 10 4.7
Pkst Fork Sarpy Cr 7 3.4 11.5 11.4 13.0

Sarpy Study Area 13.3 16.7 17.0 18.3
Surrounding Area 4.9 14.6 10.8 11.8

Total 8.1 15.9 14.9 16.8

1^/ Number of stops each one mile apart

- Routes within the Sarpy Study area

Merriam's Turkey

Turkey observations from 1974 through 1977 are shown in Figure
22. The turkeys are concentrated in the Absaloka unit between
east Fork Sarpy Creek and the Tullock-Sarpy Creek divide. The
largest single group observed was 66 feeding in a grain field just
north of the Westmoreland mine during the 1977 winter season
(Sullivan 1978).

These turkeys are yearlong residents of the Sarpy Basin.
Some movement to the Little Wolf Mountains may occur during the
summer and fall seasons.
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Nongame Species

There have been 129 bird species (Including game birds)
observed within the Sarpy Creek study area (Eng 1977, Sullivan
1978). These are listed In Appendix Table 4. Of these, twelve
are listed as species of special Interest or concern In Montana
(Flath 1978). They are: goshawk {Acclp-ite-t Qzntllli>]

, sharp-
shinned hawk [kdc-ipltzfi i,txlatu.6] , Cooper's hawk [KcclpltzH.
coop&fL-cl) , ferruginous hawk {Bat2.o fizgallii] , golden eagle
[Kquilla ckyiazto^), bald eagle {HalZa2.e.ta6 l2.acoczphaZu^]

,

marsh hawk (C-cA.cai ct/ane.a4 ) , prairie falcon {faZco mexxcana^ ) ,

peregrine falcon [Valto pefi2.gA.i.na6 ) , merlin [Valco columbafLla-i ) ,

screech owl ( Oiu4 o^-Lo) and long-eared owl (A^-co ota^).

Thirty-nine nongame mammal species have been observed (Moore
1977, Sullivan 1978). Of these, six are listed as species of
special Interest or concern In Montana (Flath 1978). They are
Merrlam's shrew (So^ex meA-^Xam^c), Preble's shrew (So-^cx pfizbzl]

,

long-legged bat [Mijotli> volant], spotted bat {Eade,^ma maaulatum]
,

western big-eared bat [Vlzcotai towni^O-nd^l] and lynx [lynx
canade.n6l6] . All nongame mammals are listed In Appendix Table 5.

Eleven amphibian and reptile species have been Identified In
the Absaloka sub-unit of the Sarpy study area (Appendix Table 6).
Of these, the snapping turtle (Chdlydfia i>znpQ,ntla] and plains
hognose snake {Jhomnophl& tadlx] are listed as species of special
Interest or concern (Flath 1978).
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SUMMARY

Mule Deer

Mule deer, the most abundant big game species, are non-
migratory in the Sarpy Creek area„ They exhibit distinct
seasonal preferences for vegetative and topographic types.
Greatest concentrations were observed during the dry summer and
early fall months along major creek bottoms and coulee bottomSo
The deer were widely dispersed during fall and spring seasons
with only slight winter concentrations in a few areas being
observed

.

With relatively stable deer numbers prior to 1970, the area
was subjected to severe hunting pressure, both legal and illegal,
peaking in the early 1970 'So The heavy harvest resulted in fewer
total numbers, increasing percentages of does and lower productivity
in the herd. Hunter success ratios bottomed out in 1976. Following
drastic reductions in the number of hunters and suspension of
harvesting does, the Sarpy Creek herd showed signs of recovery in
1977„

Mule deer were observed in all six soil associations. They
actively selected for or against certain associations 26.6 percent
of the time. The Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway association
was the most important, exhibiting significant (p=„05) positive
usage in all seasons except summer.

Mule deer were more influenced by vegetation type than soil
association. The ponderosa pine type received the most usage and
seemed to be the preferred type. The creek bottom types were very
important in the summer and fall dry seasons » Agricultural types
were important food sources except during the winter season.

The influence of precipitation was demonstrated throughout
the study but was particularly conspicuous as it affected usage
of exposure. In seasons with above average moisture, usage of
southerly slopes increased. During dry seasons, usage was
concentrated on the northerly slopes and creek bottom flat lands.

Antelope

Most antelope were observed in the central portion of the
study area in the Horse Creek sub-unit. Some movement between
drainages was apparent as antelope left the Absaloka sub-unit
during winter months. Antelope were most widely dispersed
during the spring season and most concentrated in the winter.

The population levels appear to be stable with low production
(41 fawns per 100 does average) and low hunter harvest.
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Antelope were 71 percent more selective for soil association
than were mule deer. The Flasher-Bainville/Nelson-Alice assoc-
iation supported significantly (p=.05) more antelope than expected
every season except winter. The Wanetta-Hesper association was
very important to antelope during the winter months, supporting
45 percent of the antelope observed on 3.7 percent of the study
area

.

The sagebrush/grassland vegetation types were the most
important to antelope during every season of the study. The
creek bottom type had the least usage while significantly (p=.05)
less antelope were observed than expected in every season
utilizing the ponderosa pine type.

That antelope prefer open terrain and little vegetative
cover was shown by their avoidance of coulee bottoms, creek bottoms
and pine covered ridges. Most antelope were observed in open
hilly country on medium to gentle slopes. They were more often
observed on northerly and easterly exposures than southerly
or westerly, respectively.

Coyotes

Coyotes were observed throughout the study area in all
seasons.

Population numbers seem to be relatively stable and
independent of mule deer population fluctuations.

Seasonal observations of coyotes did not deviate significantly
from the numbers expected on any of the soil associations. Coyote
distribution was more related to vegetation type than soil assoc-
iation but not to the extent of either mule deer or antelope.
Overall the sagebrush/grassland type supported more coyotes than
any single vegetation type. Ponderosa pine was most important
in winter and creek bottoms were most important in the dry fall
season

.

Coyotes were most often observed on hillsides and creek
bottoms. They were nearly equally distributed between steep to
flat slopes and on all exposures.

The lack of selection for or against any of the categories
studied shows the ability of the coyote to utilize every portion
of its range.

Sharp-tailed Grouse

Sharp-tailed grouse were the most abundant game bird. They
were observed on 46 dancing grounds, 40 of which were active
during the 1977 breeding seasono A population peak may have
occurred in 1975 based on the average number of male birds per
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known active ground. However, a higher number of birds were
observed in 1977 as more active grounds were located. It
is possible that as the population increased more grounds
became active and artificially lowered the number of males per
active grounds

The Bainville-Midway/Thedalund-Midway soil association had
by far the most dancing grounds and birds observed^

Sharptail telemetry studies revealed relatively high
mortality rates in the Colstrip and Absaloka Mine vicinities.
At least part of this loss is due to the method used in
trapping and the telemetry equipment. Avian predators were
the primary instrument of destruction. Continued trapping of
individual grounds appears to be detrimental to those particular
populations. The dancing ground was found to be the yearlong
center of activity for sharptail grouse » Grouse were observed
to be heavily dependent on shrub associations for food and
cover in all seasons. Grasslands were also important.

Others

White-tailed deer, sage grouse, ring-necked pheasants and
Merriam's turkey are other game species present and short
discussions are given in this report. Hungarian partridge
and various waterfowl species were observed but no data were
gathered for them. Non-game bird, mammal, amphibian and reptile
species observed on the study area were listed but not discussed.
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Appendix Table 1. Climatological data from the Hysham 25 SSE weather station during the
fourth year of study (1977).

Temperature ]^/

Q con ivio nx n Year Average High

Winter Dec

.

1976 25.6 51
Jan

.

1 Q T T 11 a11 . y 47
-feu. 1977 32.

3

62

Spring Mar

.

1977 34.5 71
Apr. 1977 45.4 83
May 1977 56.2 85

Summer June 1977 66.0 96
July 1977 69.8 102
Aug. 1977 63o6 101

Fall Sept

.

1977 56o6 90
Oct

.

1977 46o4 78
Nov

.

1977 28.3 65

Number of Days Max. Precipitation
Low Below 32 Over 90 Total Snow

-9 6 0 .23 7.0
-25 16 0 .99 24. 3

5 0 0 o30 1„7

10 3 0 1.68 31.0
7 0 0 .28 3.0

32 0 0 3.32 tr3/

36 0 6 .94 .0
39 0 13 1.91 .0
35 0 2 lo80 oO

30 0 1 lo30 .0
20 0 0 1.65 .0

-29 7 0 .92 10o7

1/ Temperature in degrees farenheit

2/ Precipitation in inches received

3/ tr = trace



Appendix Table 2. A brief description of the soils series found in the Sarpy Creek drainage.

Series Countyl/ Topography
Surface
Drainage Vegetation^/

Wanetta
Hesper
Pierre
Lianas

Flasher

Bainville

Thedalund

Midway

Nelson

Alice

Wayden

Regent

Wibaux

Slpeamian

Treasure Level to sloping terraces Good
Treasure Rolling, eroded uplands Good
Treasure Rolling, eroded uplands Good
Treasure Rolling to hilly or strongly dissected Excessive

uplands
Treasure Rolling to strongly rolling or hilly, Excessive

eroded uplands
Treasure Crests of ridges and hills Excessive

Big Horn Undulating to very steep hills Medium

Big Horn- Rolling to steep, broken, eroded uplands Excessive
Treasure

Big Horn Undulating and rolling hills and ridges Medium

Big Horn Moderately steep and rolling valleys Slow

Big Horn Sloping or rolling to very steep hills
and ridges Medium

Big Horn Gently undulating to hilly ridges and
plains Slow

Big Horn Undulatir^ to very steep uplands Rapid

Big Horn Undulating and rolling plains Medium

Short & mid grasses
Ag sp; Ag sm; Ar tr
Ag sp; Ag an; Ar tr
Ag an; St vi; Bo gr;

Ar tr; Sa ve
Ca lo; St vi; Or hy

Brush & trees; short,
mid & tall grasses
Ag sm; St vi; Bo cu;

Ar tr
Ag sp; Ag sm; Bo gr;
Ar ca4; Ar tr; Rh tr;
Gu sa; Bo cu
Ca lo; Ag sp; Ar ca4;
Yu gl
Ca lo; Bo cu; Bo gr;

An sc; Eriog; Ambro

Ag sp; Ag sm; Gu sa;

Ps ar

Ag sm; Ag tr; Da in;

Fe id; Ch na
Ag sp; St vi; Ar fr;

Gu sa; Ch na
St vi; Ag sm; Ar tr;

Gu sa

1/ Source of information by county: Treasure - Moshier, R.L. and A.G. Fielder. 1967. Soil Survey of Treasure
County, Montana. 173 pp.

Big Horn - Meshnick, JoD. et alo 1972. Unpubl. Soil Siirvey of Big Horn
County, Montana. 1086 pp.

2/ Plant abbreviations fron Anon. 1969. Coded plant list for the state of Montana. Montana Fish and Game Dept. 93



Appendix Table 3. Location of prairie grouse breeding grounds and male birds attending in
1974, 1975, 1976 and 1977.

Ground Locat ion Date Hunt ing
Male Birds Attending

Specie s Numb e r T R S Located District Method!/ 1974 1975 1976 1977

Sage Grouse 1 2N 36E 12 4-- 9-74 720 A 16 23 19
2 3N 37E 8 4-- 9 -74 720 A 3 - -
3 3N 37E 27 3--24-74 722 V 16 14 18
4 4N 36E 22 4-23-75 720 A — 5 2

Sharp-tailed 1 IN 36E 24 4-16 -74 720 A 6 7 7 14
Grouse 2 IN 36E 36 4- 16 -74 720 A 20 9 14 20

3 O TT" 3 4- 23 -74 720 V 6 8 1 0
4 2N 36E 10 4- 23 -74 720 V 15 17 15 16
5 37E 30 3-•29 -74 720 V 16 13 5 5
6 3N 36E 10 4- 1 -74 720 V 14 11 9 0
7 3N 37E 7 4- 9 -74 720 A 16 20 - 0
8 T ATIN 3 7E 25 3- 26 -74 722 V 12 14 9 6
9 IN O OTP 27 3- 26 -74 722 F 9 15 7 13

10 1 "NTIN 38E 31 3- 26 -74 722 V 7 15 4 0
11 T ATIN 38E 36 3-26 -74 722 V 15 20 17 17
12 2N O '71,1

3 7E 14 3- 27--74 722 A 13 26 32 15
13 O O TTlooE 30 3- 27 -74 722 A 12 9 13 13
14 OAToN o7E 1 3- 27 -74 722 A 16 20 - 14
15 ^ XT4N 3 BE 30 3- 27 -74 722 A 10 - 6 5
16 C XT5N 37E 27 3- -74 722 A 16 - — 6
17 OAT Q QT?ooii ± / 3- 31 -74 722 A — 12 7 16
18 2N 38E 22 3- 31 -74 722 A — 8 - 0
iy 3N 37E 25 3- 31--74 722 A 16 10 13
20 3N 38E 22 3- 31--74 722 A 12 2 5
21 3N 37E 23 4- 3--75 722 A 18 9
22 IN 38E 23 4- 10--75 722 V 8 3 1
23 3N 36E 14 4- 15--74 720 V 18 0
24 IN 37E 13 4- 12--75 722 A 9 2 5
25 IN 37E 27 4- 12^-75 722 A 9 8 13



Appendix Table 3 continued.

Species

Sharp-tailed
Grouse

'ound Location Date Hunt ing
Methodl/imber T R S Located District 1974 1975 1976 1977

26 IN 38E 34 4-12-75 722 A 30 30 15 16
27 IS 37E 9 4-12-75 720 A 8 8 6 12
28 4N 37E 31 4-23-75 720 A 10 10 9 5
29 4N 36E 12 4-23-75 720 A 10 10 10 12
30 5N 37E 18 4-23-75 720 A 16 16 14 9
31 6N 36E 25 4-23-75 720 A 13 13 18 11
32 IN 36E 13 5- 5-75 720 F 12 12 15 24
33 IS 37E 11 4- 7-76 720 A 7 3
34 3N 37E 35 4- 7-76 722 A 20 21
35 3N 37E 14 4- 8-76 722 A mm 10 12
36 4N 37E 13 4- 8-76 722 A _ 14 16
37 2N 38E 28 4-24-77 722 V 12
38 3N 36E 23 4-13-77 720 A 9
39 4N 36E 26 4-13-77 720 A 4
40 IN 38E 20 4-13-77 722 A 6
41 IN 38E 21 4-13-77 722 A 4
42 5N 37E 18 4-15-77 720 V 5
43 IN 37E 4 4-16-77 720 V 2
44 4N 37E 3 5- 3-77 722 F 9
45 4N 38E 26 5- 9-77 722 V 5
46 2N 37E 27 4-12-77 722 A 12

1/ A = Airplane; V = Vehicle; F = Foot



Appendix Table 4. Bird species observed on the Sarpy Study area.

Name Absalokai/ Horse Cree

Horned grebe
Eared grebe
Western grebe
Great blue heron
American bittern
Canada goose
Snow goose
Northern shoveler
Pintail
Mallard
Gadwall
Green-winged teal
Blue-winged teal
American widgeon
Redhead
Ring-necked duck
Lesser scaup
Goshawk
Sharp-shinned hawk
Cooper's hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Swainson's hawk
Rough-legged hawk
Ferruginous hawk
Golden eagle
Bald eagle
Turkey vulture
Marsh hawk
Prairie falcon
Peregrine falcon
Merlin
American kestrel
Sharp-tailed grouse
Sage grouse
Ring-necked pheasant
Gray partridge
Turkey
American coot
Killdeer
Common snipe
Upland sandpiper
Spotted sandpiper
Willet
Lesser yellowlegs
American avocet
California gull
Rock dove
Mourning dove

{PocU.c.e.pi au/vUiu!,)

( Vodiddpi, YUjQnA,c.olLii,
)

[AzckmophofiiKi acci-ddyvtaJUj:,]

[kfidza hoAodiai,]

{BotauAaf, l.mtiglnoi>ixA]

{Sfianta canadzyiA^]
[Che,n cjOiQAixl.zi>Q.(Lni>]

(Anoi clijpzata]
[Anoii, aciuta)

(Anoi pZatyfihijyicho&]

(Ana5 i>tA.2.pQAa]

(Anoi cAecca)
(Anoi (UAdOfiA)

[KnaUi amejiiaam)
[Aythya ame./u.aana]

[kythya collafLli
)

{Aythya ai(ilyil6]

[Accyipltzu Q(ivvtiUj>]

[kdcJjpAjLdfi 6t/UatuA ]

[kcdipitzu doopzull]
(Bttteo j'amcu.c^ni'U]

(Bateo ^mjjuoiu.]
{Eiutno Zagopai, )

( Bute.0 fie-gatu )

{Aquila chy^a&toi)
[HaliadQJm Ic.ucocdphalu^

]

{CathaAte,6 au/ia]

{Ci/Lca6 ayan2,iU]

(Fa£co mzx-icaviuA]

(Vdlco pe-^tgfUnuA)

( fatco aolmbcuUuA )

[Falao ^poAveAZui,]
[VzdLiodQjtti pkcUtlanilZiK,)

{CzntfLOCQ-Hnu^ u/iopha^lanLH]
[Pha&Zanu!) cotchA,ctu)
[Vnndix poAdix]
{h\<Ll.(i.a.QfuJi gatiopavo]
[VuLica am2AAxiam)

ichanadfiyiaf, vocZ^i^mu )

{CapelZa. galLtnago]
[BaAtnjxm-ixi tonglcaada]
{AatitAj> maciit(ifu,a]

[CatoptA-opkonjuA ^zmlpalmatu^
{TfUnga ilavlpe,^

]

[RzcuAv-l'tO'it/La cmeAicana]
[LoAuA caLiioiYildijui,]

[CoZvLmba. LLvaxl]

[Imcu-da macAou/ia)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Appendix Table 4 continued.

Name Absalokai./ Horse Creek^

Black-billed cuckoo [Co cci^zus M.ythfiopthalmu&) X X
Screech owl X X
Great horned owl (Babo \)VLQi.nAjixnVii>] X X
Long—eared owl ( Ai-to o^U/S

)

X
Short—eared owl [ A^Xo (^Zjommzihi) ) X
Common night hawk [ChofLd.eAl.2J) m-tnofi] X X
Poorwill [VnaZe.anoptAJc.ii6 natzoLoc] X X
Belted Kingfisher [Ue-gaceAylz alcyoYi] X X
uommon iiicKer

( Colapte^ auAAXu6 ) X X
Red-headed woodpecker [HeMtneApeJs e.>iijtyVioczphaZuL&] X X
Hairy woodpecker ( V-icoi.de.i) V'ittoi uA)

)

X X
Downy woodpecker {PA..co-ide/i) pab&6ce.iu] X X
Eastern kingbird [TyfumnixA tyfiamuA] X X
Western kingbird [TyfianniK) veAticaLu,] X X
Say ' s phoebe [SayofwJj) iaya] X X
Western wood pewee [ContopuA itOHdiAuJiiiAs] X X
Horned lark [EKemophJJia aJipe&thJj)] X X
Violet-green swallow [Tachyc-tneJia tkax,oii>i>-i.na] X
Bank swallow

( VsA-pOhAJX hJJpOJUM.
) X

Barn swallow [W-biundo /lustAca] X X
Tree swallow [IfiAjdopfLoaviz b-icotoH.) X
Cliff swallow [VeXAjocheLLdon pynnhomta.] X X
Gray jay [?eAAj>on.2.ixi> canade.n6Ui] X
Black—billed magpie [Vi.c.a pi.(ia) X X
Common crow [Cofiviis bnachynhynckoi,) X X
Pinyon jay {Gymnofihivuif) cyanoczphatuA) X X
Black-capped chickadee (PoAu/j atnyicapAlZLos] X X
White-breasted nuthatch [SajUjcl c.aAotine,yu,Aj,] X X
Red-breasted nuthatch [Sitta canade^nAAJt] X X
House wren {Tfioglodyte,^ ae.don] X X
Rock wren [Salplnct^i, ob-ioleXuA) X X
Gray catbird [VimetzVia aaAotlne.yisl6) X X
Brown thrasher [Toxo^toma mx^im] X X
American robin {TuAdm mZgfLotofiltU)] X X
Swainson's thrush [CathaAoA uMulatiU) X
Veery {Cathajuii ^oiceicefti) X
Mountain bluebird [SA^aLia cuMuco.ideJ)) X X
Ruby-crowned kinglet (Rega£a4 calzndiita) X
Bohemian waxwing [BombycAlJia gaAAaZ.uJ>] X
Cedar waxwing [BombycAXla c.e.dn.o>nm] X X
Loggerhead shrike [LanA,u6 iudoV'icMiniii] X X
Starling [StuJinai vuZgaAA^) X X
Solitary vireo

[ V-ifieo ^oLitajiiiU)
) X X

Yellow warbler [Ve.ndfL0.ica peXzckia) X X
Yellow-rumped warbler [Ve.ndifLO'ica cofLonata] X X
Blackpoll warbler [Ve.YidfLoi.(ia 6t>viaXa) X



Appendix Table 4 continued.

Name Absalokai/ Horse Creek-/

Common yellowthroat [GdotktijP'ii) tnlckcu,] X X
Yellow-breasted chat {IcteAia VAjLiLYii,] X X
Wilson's warbler X X
American redstart [Sdtophaga njuuticJJila) X X
House sparrow X X
Western meadowlark {StuA.mlZa mgZzcta] X X
Yellow-headed blackbird {Kayitkoce.pkaZui> xanthoce-phaliu) X X
Red-winged blackbird [kgoJioAJxii phozYvideuuk] X X
Northern oriole [JcteAiU galbuZa] X X
Brewer's blackbird [Eu-phaga ayanocdphalivi) X X
Common grackle {Qu^&catiU) quAJ>cutci) X
Brown-headed cowbird molothfLuA atoA] X X
Western tanager {pAJianga ZadovZcxana] X X
Black-headed grosbeak {VhmctlcuJi meZanoctpkaliK,] X X
Indigo bunting X
Lazuli bunting [PcU6z^na omoena) X X
Evening grosbeak [HoJipdnA-phona. veApd/vtlna] X X
Pine grosbeak [PlYiicoZa zmittzatofi] X X
Gray-crowned rosy finch {L(iu.(i.o.(>ticJLt tzphioc.otJj>] X
Common redpoll [CaA.du.dUjs lZamnQ..a] X
Pine siskin [CcjidixzLlA p-invud] X X
American gold finch [CofidaoZU tAAJitAJ,) X X
Red crossbill {LoxA,a caA.VAJiO'fstn.a] X X
Rufous-sided towhee [Plplto e^^i^thLophthaimLU,] X X
Lark bunting [CaJiamoiiP'iza. miLanocofiyi,] X X
Savannah sparrow [Pcu>-6<in.cuta-!s iandLO^chzni^] X X
Vesper sparrow [Poozcztu gfLomZmuu,] X X
Lark sparrow

[ Chonde.6t(i6 gfiammaca(>

)

X X
Dark-eyed junco [Junao hymoLO)) X X
Tree sparrow {SpZze,lIa oAboH-da] X
Chipping sparrow [Splzolla poMZAlna] X
Clay-colored sparrow [SplziiZta paZtida) X
Brewer's sparrow (Sp-czeZla bfimoAi.] X X
White-crowned sparrow [lonotAlckloL ImcophAy^) X
Song sparrow [l^dtoisplza. meZodla) X

129 species

1/ From Sullivan 1978

2/ From Eng 1977
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Appendix Table 5. Non-game mammal species observed on the Sarpy
study area.

Name Absaloka Horse Cr

Common shrew X
Merriam's shrew X
Preble's shrew iSofiQ.x nfipb£e.L] X
Long—eared bat X
Least bat X
Little brown bat X
Long— legged bat X
Silver-haired bat { LcL6A.oniicts.fuj> nocjtivaoanM ) X
Big brown bat ( Ept<i6.icii6 ((oi ca6

)

X
Hoary bat ( LcUiiuAai cA.mH.^LU> ) X
Spotted bat ( EudMina n\(Xc.uJicutuim ] X
Western big-eared bat {Pt2.cotiJU> toiA)n() e,ndLLi] X
White-tailed jack rabbit ( Lg.pU/6 toiAJiili e.ncLiA,] X X
Mountain cottontail {SyLvAJtcLQLus niuticLZJLoL) X
Desert cottontail [SyZvAXagiii) audaboyvii] X
Porcupine [Efi2X}vizon doucitum) X X
Beaver [CciiitofL c<iividQ.yiAAJ>

)

X X
Northern pocket gopher {Thomomif6 tjoJipoi-du ) X
Wyoming pocket mouse X
Ord's kangaroo rat [Vi-podomyis ofuLLi) X
Least chipmunk (EutainAM) mZywmLLf) ] X X (

Thirteen-1 ined ground squirrel {Sp2AmophiZiJi{i tJvid<LC.2TnLiyiQ.cvtuub] X X
Red squirrel { TcuttU-cu> CA.U/LU& hudi) o nx,ca6

)

X
House mouse (MttA xnuAcixZuA] X
Western harvest mouse {R^thfiodontomy6 mzQcUiotAJs] X X
Northern grasshopper mouse [OYiyc.hon\yi> Z^u.coQci{>iQ.fi) X X
Deer mouse ( PeAoiTi(/.6cU/4 mciyi<.cu£jitiLi> ] X X
Muskrat { OndcutJja 7Ahpth A ciiA 1 •yt V
Sagebrush vole [LaguAiu cuAtatai) X
-ri-CLiXXt; ViJitJ 1 Kn / h /'t 'f'l / A /*i/nMhrt/l/7X^/>frl X X
Meadow vole (MicfLotiU pcnMytvaniaai) X X
Long-tailed vole [HicfiotLUi tong-lcaadiUy] X
Bobcat

( Lynx fia^iK)
) X X

Lynx [Lynx canad(in6Aj>] X
Red fox (l/u.£pe4 vul.p2^] X X
Coyote [CanAJ lat/LanA] X X
Striped skunk {M^phJjM) mzphAZAj) X X
Badger [Taxi-dza taxvii> ) X X
Long-tailed weasel {MLU>t&la ^fiznata] X X

39 species

1/ Sullivan 1978

2/ Moore 1977
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Appendix Table 6. Amphibians and reptiles observed on the Sarpy
study areao

Amphibians
Tiger salamander
Spade foot toad
Western toad
Leopard frog

Reptiles
Snapping turtle
Painted turtle
Western hognose snake
Racer
Gopher snake
Plains garter snake
Prairie rattlesnake

Name.1/

[ChzZydfLa i t^pentla]
{Chxyi>tmtj6 pi.cta]
[Ho^tdfiodoYi na^-icaii]
{Cotab^n (ioni>tn.lctoK.]

[?-itaoph.ii> mzlano £eacu4 )

[ThomYioph-ii> fiadi-x]

{Cfiotatvi{> vlfi-Ldu6 v^/i^da4

)

1/ From Sullivan 1978
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